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Item Name/Item # Product Description List Price

INFANTS-TODDLERS

Approaches to Learning Through Play - Constructing, Organizing and Applying Knowledge 

Soft & Safe Building Blocks

RR794

Soft, safe, squeezable…and lots of fun to stack! Our vibrant, wipe-clean vinyl blocks come in tons of 
irresistible shapes, patterns and colors. We’ve even included 4 fun balls that jingle, shake, rattle and 
crinkle…and nest right inside the blocks! Set includes 26 pieces; cube measures 4 1/2".

$59.99

See-Inside Sensory Blocks

AA823

Little ones get a hands-on sensory experience with our irresistible see-inside blocks! The 12 baby-safe 
blocks are filled with balls in 3 sizes and 4 colors—and they make intriguing sounds with every shake! 
Blocks feature soft plastic edges for easy gripping; each measures 2".

$39.99

Toddler Hardwood Unit Blocks

FF514

Toddlers will love to try their hand at building…with our solid hardwood blocks that were built to last—
and created just for little hands! These unique blocks are smaller and more lightweight than standard-
size blocks, making them perfect for toddlers…and they’re super-easy to grip, grab, pile and stack! 
Plus, our durable blocks are backed by a 50-year guarantee—if any block breaks or splinters within 
50 years of the date of purchase, we’ll replace it at no charge! The 100 blocks include triangles, 
arches, cylinders and rectangles—all with smooth, rounded corners for kid-friendly play. Largest piece 
measures 8 1/4" tall. 50-year warranty.

$149.00

Mix & Match Magnetic  
Farm Animals 

AR873

Whether they’re matching the colors or mixing ’em up to create new species, little ones love using our 
magnetic set to build kid-favorite farm animals! Set includes 16 chunky pieces—enough to build  
4 animals. Completed horse measures 7 3/4" in length.

$29.99

Mix & Match Magnetic  
Wild Animals

AR872

Make a happy alligator, a friendly tiger…or even a “gir-elephant”! Children build 4 adorable safari 
animals…or mix and match the magnetic pieces to create all sorts of crazy creatures—and let their 
imaginations run wild! You get a total of 16 pieces. Completed giraffe measures 9 1/2" tall.

$29.99

Toddler Bristle Builders®

LA591

Our colorful builders encourage creative play—and they’re designed specifically to ensure building 
success for toddlers! The durable plastic pieces push together with ease and stay in place until pulled 
apart. Start the building fun with the bristle base…then add on colorful pieces in various shapes and 
sizes! Plus, 3 farm animal figures with bristle connections spin to add to the excitement! Set includes 
52 pieces; base measures 8".

$29.99
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Little Shoppers! Wooden Walker

AA252

Toddlers build confidence and balance with our adorable wooden walker! Featuring smooth edges for 
safety and wood wheels with rubber tread to grip the floor as little ones learn to walk, the high-quality 
walker includes a roomy compartment for kids to fill with their favorite items. Walker measures 
19"l x 12 1/2"w x 17"h. Play food sold separately. Comes assembled.

$139.00

Language and Literacy Development - English Language Arts

What’s Inside? Soft Feely Box

JJ909

Little ones can’t wait to get their hands inside this adorable box…and find out exactly what’s inside! The 
soft, machine-washable box is packed with 10 different sensory objects for kids to feel and explore—
like a pretty butterfly with crinkly wings, a cute lion with a corduroy coat, a shiny frog for tots to squeak 
and more. Plus, a big 4" opening on top makes it extra-easy for tots to reach right in and feel around! 
Box measures 7".

$49.99

Shapes Discovery Boxes

GG487

Tots just open up our inviting boxes…and get a super-appealing introduction to basic shapes! Each box 
contains 4 irresistible items that share the same shape, including a labeled beanbag, an abstract shape 
and 2 everyday objects. Tots explore shapes one at a time as they open up the boxes to discover a 
round cookie, a triangular pizza slice and more! You get 4 surface-washable vinyl boxes and 
16 shapes. Each box measures 5" tall.

$59.99

Color Discovery Boxes

AA388

Our fun-filled discovery boxes give tots an irresistible, hands-on way to develop color recognition! Each 
box features 4 delightful objects with exciting textures and bold patterns—all featuring the same bright 
color for plenty of reinforcement. Little ones reach in to explore a soft blue fish, a squeezable red ball 
and more…and discover each color one at a time. The 4 vinyl boxes and 16 accessories are all 
surface-washable; each box measures 5".

$59.99

Touch & Feel Discovery Books

TS429

Bumpy, rough, soft, smooth and even sticky—these cute board books are filled with textures little ones 
will love to touch and explore! Plus, each book features bold photographs, bright colors, super-simple 
text and sturdy pages. You get 6 board books; each is 10 pages.

$41.50

Infant/Toddler Photo Library

PP158

Boost essential vocabulary—with enticing photo cards designed just for little learners! Our 50 durable 
laminated cards have a photo on front and a corresponding word on back to build print awareness 
and early language skills. Perfect for circle time, independent exploration and more, the cards are 
organized into 8 popular themes—from food to animals! Cards measure a big 6" x 6".

$49.99
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Nursery Rhymes  
Board Book Library

RE483

Our inviting board books introduce toddlers to classic nursery rhymes! These 5 sturdy board books have 
been specially selected for their simple text, playful verses, and eye-catching illustrations and images 
that are sure to make them instant favorites with little ones!

$28.50

Classic Board Book  
Story Collection

RA216

The perfect introduction to storybooks! We’ve collected 8 classic children’s favorites, filled with delightful 
stories and captivating illustrations—all in sturdy board book editions that will last and last. Collection 
includes Goodnight Moon, Jamberry and more. Collection includes 8 board books.

$68.50

Ocean Animals  
Board Book Library

RE485

Explore the underwater world from A to Z, see how animal babies and mamas live in the ocean, and 
learn all about ocean creatures from big to small! These 5 sturdy board books have been specially 
selected for their simple text, playful verses and eye-catching graphics that are sure to make them instant 
favorites with little ones!

$34.50

Toddler Storytelling Kits - 
Complete Set

AA165X

Retelling classic stories is an absolute breeze with our toddler-safe kits! The pieces bring beloved stories 
to life—helping toddlers build oral language and vocabulary skills. Plus, these easy-to-use pieces stick 
right on any hook & loop-receptive surface—like our Storytelling Board with Magnetic Backing. You get 
all 4 kits shown (board books not included), for a total of 37 pieces. Individual kits also available 
separately.

$129.00

My First Magic Board

AA739

Our tot-friendly board has everything little ones need to draw and design—in one convenient place! 
Featuring a permanently attached magnetic “crayon” that’s easy for little hands to hold and control, plus 
an easy-slide eraser that makes it a cinch to clean the screen, the board is perfect for endless drawing 
and pre-writing practice. Sturdy plastic board measures approximately 10 1/4" x 14 7/8".

$19.99

Lakeshore 12-Color  
Jumbo Crayons - Student Pack

VX276

Sized just right for beginners, our top-quality, nontoxic crayons are easy for little hands to hold…and 
hard to break! Plus, the crayons let children draw with no streaking or smearing—and no mess! 
Allergen Information: Does not contain corn, dairy/casein, egg, gelatin, gluten, latex, nuts, soy or 
wheat.

$4.99
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White Drawing Paper -  
12" x 18"

TA4412

Let kids’ creativity soar with our versatile, multipurpose art paper! The thick, 50-pound paper is perfect 
for use with chalk, paints, markers and crayons. Pack includes 500 sheets. $21.99

Mathematical Thinking and Expression - Exploring, Processing and Problem Solving

Button Size-Sorting Box

AA775

This soft vinyl sorting box gives toddlers hands-on experience with color, shape, size and fine motor 
control. Tots just sort the buttons into the 6" box, then pop off the lid to do it again! Sorting box comes 
with 24 plastic buttons in 3 shapes and 4 colors.

$24.99

Early Math Activity Center

FF186

Our activity-filled center features irresistible elephant manipulatives with a variety of attributes—giving 
children fun, hands-on practice with sorting, patterning and counting! The center includes 4 illustrated 
activity mats, plus 36 easy-grip elephants in 3 sizes and 4 colors. Children just place the animals onto 
each mat as they practice copying and extending patterns, counting to 20, and sorting by size or color! 
Activity mats measure 11 1/2" x 18".

$39.99

Big Knob First Puzzle Set

EE439

Little hands have no problem piecing together these adorable puzzles! Each simple puzzle has 
4 wooden pieces with giant, easy-grip knobs—so they’re a cinch for kids to grab and fit into place. 
And with matching illustrations right on the puzzle boards, they couldn’t be better for beginners! Four 
puzzles come in a handy wire rack. Puzzles measure 9" x 9".

$49.99

Big Knob Learning Puzzle Set

FF188

Little ones will love to explore colors, shapes and numbers with our simple hardwood puzzles! Each 
puzzle has 5 pieces with easy-grip giant knobs…plus corresponding words or numbers printed on the 
boards! Set includes 3 puzzles in a storage rack. Puzzles measure 8 1/4" x 11 3/4".

$49.99

Sort-A-Shape Activity Board

JJ434

Little ones fit 16 jumbo, easy-grip pieces into place…and explore colors, shapes and early sorting 
skills—all at once! The big wooden pieces come in 4 shapes and 4 bright colors…kids just slide them 
onto the matching pegs, building eye/hand coordination and logical thinking skills—as they play. 
Board measures 7 1/2" x 7 1/2".

$19.99
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See-Inside Sorting Bucket

BC553

Tots slide 12 shapes into the holes on our clear-view bucket…and watch them fall to the bottom! As little 
ones play, they explore spatial relationships and build dexterity. Plastic bucket measures 7 1/4" tall. $16.99

Simple Shapes Puzzle Board

TB125

As toddlers fit colorful, jumbo-size pieces into our super-simple puzzle board, they develop fine motor 
control—and build early matching skills! The hardwood puzzle features 9 easy-grip, raised pieces. 
Board measures 8" x 8".

$19.99

I Can Count Puzzle Board 

TB218

Our beautifully crafted hardwood puzzle board helps tots build number skills as they play! The board is 
printed with numbers 1-5…little ones just match the correct number of puzzle pieces to each numeral on 
the board—for fun, hands-on practice with early counting skills! Set includes 15 raised pieces. Board 
measures 8" x 8".

$19.99

Colors & Shapes  
Board Book Library

RE484

Our inviting board books introduce toddlers to shapes and colors! These 5 sturdy board books have 
been specially selected for their simple text, playful verses, and eye-catching illustrations and images 
that are sure to make them instant favorites with little ones!

$31.50

Math & Science  
Board Book Collection

RA449

Make math and science more approachable for early learners with our delightful board books! Each 
features simple text and memorable illustrations that demonstrate counting, life cycles, weather and 
more. You get a set of 8 board books that are perfect for storytime or independent discovery.

$67.50

Scientific Thinking and Technology - Exploring, Scientific Inquiry and Discovery

Lakeshore Toddler Science Center

AA866

Does a rubber ducky sink or float? What can a magnet pick up? What does a snake’s skin look like up 
close? Little ones discover the answers to these questions and more with a toddler-safe science center 
made especially for them! We’ve packed the center with tons of super-safe materials children will love to 
explore, giving them hands-on experience with essential science concepts—from magnification and 
reflection to color recognition. Center includes everything shown, for a total of 34 pieces; the base for 
the shatterproof mirrors measures 9 1/2" in length. Topics include magnetism, magnification, reflection, 
color, and sink or float.

$79.99
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Super-Safe Specimen Viewers

DD614

Perfectly sized for little hands, our ingenious viewers give toddlers a safe, up-close look at real science 
specimens—from a butterfly to a sea star! Each plastic viewer has 2 chunky, easy-grip handles and a 
durable acrylic panel that protects the specimen while giving kids a crystal-clear view. Set includes 
4 viewers; each measures 5 5/8". Child-safe specimens include a starfish, a flower, scorpions and a 
butterfly.

$29.99

Giant Sight & Sound Tubes

AA931

A fascinating, hands-on way for tots to explore sight and sound! Each see-inside tube is filled with 
objects of different colors, weights, shapes and sizes—like feathers, balls, bells and sparkly gems—so 
kids get a variety of fun sensory experiences! Durable plastic tubes are permanently sealed for added 
safety. Set includes 5 tubes; each measures 16" in length.

$69.99

Touch & Feel Discovery Books

TS429

Bumpy, rough, soft, smooth and even sticky—these cute board books are filled with textures little ones 
will love to touch and explore! Plus, each book features bold photographs, bright colors, super-simple 
text and sturdy pages. You get 6 board books; each is 10 pages.

$41.50

Super-Safe Color Viewers

DD657

What better way to explore colors than with super-safe viewers even babies can use! The 6 translucent 
viewers are all made of shatterproof acrylic…with chubby, easy-grip plastic handles. You get 2 each of 
3 colors. Viewers measure 6 1/2" in length.

$19.99

Super-Safe Mirrors

DD659

Babies love to see their reflections in our extra-safe, shatterproof mirrors! Each permanently encased 
mirror won’t break and has a chunky plastic handle that’s easy to grasp! Set includes 4 mirrors; each 
measures 6 1/2".

$19.99

Super-Safe Magnifiers 

DD658

With chunky handles, rounded edges and a shatterproof design, our 6 1/2" magnifiers encourage 
early exploration! Set includes 4 magnifiers, each with a clear acrylic lens encased in a sturdy plastic 
frame.

$19.99
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Toddler-Safe  
Washable Sensory Materials - 

Complete Set

AA540X

Now even toddlers can experience the excitement of sensory play—with super-safe, extra-chunky 
materials made especially for them! The complete set includes springy spirals, bumpy stars and squishy 
balls…all with unique textures to inspire hours of hands-on, tactile exploration. Plus, all 3 plastic 
materials are fully washable, so they can be used and reused for years to come! You get all 3 sets 
shown. Sensory bins sold separately.

$95.00

Play & Explore  
Color-Changing Light Center

AA803

Our super-sturdy light center creates a safe and inviting space where little ones can build with blocks, 
explore color and light, and more! The wooden center features a heavy-duty acrylic panel with a 
beveled edge—plus a big, LED-illuminated surface that displays 4 vibrant colors…and stays cool to the 
touch even after extended use. The plug-in unit also comes with an easy-to-use remote control that allows 
teachers to change or dim the colors at the touch of a button! Accessories sold separately. Unit 
measures 24"w x 3"h.

$329.00

Color-Changing Touch Board

RR416

Children just press their hands on our color-changing board…and leave behind a surprising impression! 
Our heat-sensitive board changes colors as little fingers trace letters, draw shapes and more—giving 
kids hours of delightful fine motor practice…and an introduction to pre-writing. The hardwood board 
features an easy-grip handle and comes with a guide. Board measures 13" x 16 1/2".

$49.99

Social Studies Thinking - Connecting to Communities

Soft & Safe Community Helpers

AA599

Introduce little ones to important people in their community—with our soft and safe play figures! The 
extra-chubby figures are made of super-squeezable plastic that’s easy to grab and hold…and they 
stimulate community awareness as kids play. Set of 5; each measures approximately 7" tall. Develops 
skills in community awareness, jobs and careers.

$36.99

Toddler Career Costume Set

LL680X

Even little ones can be doctors, firefighters, chefs and more…with realistic costumes designed just for 
them! Each costume is made of machine-washable fabric or wipe-clean vinyl…and comes with a hat 
and an accessory—from a stethoscope to an oven mitt. Plus, each outfit has a simple pullover design 
with hook & loop closures right on the side, so tots can dress themselves! Complete set includes all 
6 costumes shown; each fits children ages 18 months-36 months. Each costume also available 
separately.

$189.00

Things That Go  
Board Book Library

RE486

A charming board book collection introduces children to planes, trains, trucks and more! Five sturdy 
board books have been specially selected for their simple text, playful verses and eye-catching graphics 
that are sure to make them instant favorites with little ones!

$35.50
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Toddler Dollhouse  
with Soft Furniture

HH721

At last! A toddler-safe wooden dollhouse designed just for little ones! Wide, open layout makes it easy 
for several tots to enjoy at once…helping to develop toddler milestones, including fantasy play and 
taking turns. Dollhouse comes with 5 chunky, soft-stuffed furniture pieces little hands can safely grab and 
squeeze—all covered in wipe-clean vinyl. Our Soft & Safe Families (sold separately) are sized to move 
right in! Dollhouse measures 20"w x 13"d x 20"h.

$159.00

Soft & Safe Families -  
Complete Set

HH990X

Our multi-ethnic dolls give tots a hands-on introduction to families—with an extra-chubby, easy-stand 
design that ensures frustration-free play! Each family includes 4 easy-grip dolls made of soft, squeezable 
plastic. You get all 4 families shown, for a total of 16 dolls. Largest doll measures 5 1/2" tall. Each 
family also available separately.

$119.00

Soft & Safe Children with 
Differing Abilities

AA695

Inspire discussions on diversity and acceptance—with figures representing differently abled children 
and their adaptive equipment! From a boy in a wheelchair to a girl with hearing aids, our set features 
5 multi-ethnic play figures made from squeezably soft plastic that’s perfect for toddlers. Tallest figure 
measures 4 1/4". Develops skills in social awareness of diversity in the community and vocabulary 
development.

$34.99

Creative Thinking and Expression - Communicating Through the Arts

All-In-One Toddler Kitchen

AA520

It’s a stove, sink, pantry and refrigerator—all in one space-saving unit! Our kid-sized kitchen has tons of 
realistic details to inspire imaginative play…from real-turning knobs to a plexiglas oven window so kids 
can peek at what’s “cooking” inside! Plus, there’s plenty of storage for play food and dishes above and 
below the sink! Play dishes and food are not included. Unit measures 45 1/2"w x 14 1/2"d x 32"h. 
GREENGUARD® Certified. Comes assembled.

$599.00

Indestructible Play Dishes - 
4-Service Set

LDA178

Our kid-sized cups, plates and utensils are made of super-safe, unbreakable plastic—so they’re tough 
enough for years of pretend meals! Set includes everything you need for 4 complete place settings, for 
a total of 20 dishwasher-safe, rugged plastic pieces. Plate measures approximately 6 1/2" in diameter.

$19.99

Soft & Safe Pots & Pans

HH578

Little chefs can’t wait to get “cooking”—with soft and safe cookware designed just for tots! You get all 
the pots and pans little ones need to prepare tons of pretend meals—all made of durable, wipe-clean 
vinyl to withstand years of play. Set includes 4 pots and pans, plus 2 lids; large pot measures 4" tall.

$32.99
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Toddler-Safe Food Basket

AA350

Our natural-looking play food is super-safe for little ones! The 10 plastic pieces come in a roomy basket 
tots will love to fill again and again. Rugged plastic basket is dishwasher-safe and measures 
8 1/2" x 8 1/2".

$29.99

Toddler Dress-Up Trunk

TT215

Easy to slip on, easy to take off…our dress-ups are made just for toddlers! Each wipe-clean vinyl dress-
up has realistic details silkscreened right on, plus handy hook & loop closures. Each slip-on outfit comes 
with a hat and a soft, flexible accessory made just for tots, like a lasso for the cowboy and a magic 
wand for the princess. You get 12 pieces in a 17 1/2" plastic trunk. Dress-ups fit ages 
18 months-3 years.

$129.00

Toddler Housecleaning Set

LC129

Toddlers can help tidy up, too—with 4 safe and sturdy housecleaning tools! Our push broom, long-
bristle broom, mop and hand brush have smooth wood handles…and are sized just right for tots! Long-
bristle broom measures 30 3/8" long. 

$39.99

Stand for  
Toddler Housecleaning Set

LC429

Store our Toddler Housecleaning Set neatly and easily in this handy wood stand. Stand measures 
approximately 15" tall. Simple assembly. $49.99

Explore & Play Activity Rattles

ER549

There’s so much for babies to touch, see and hear with our durable rattles! All 4 easy-clean plastic 
rattles have an irresistible animal design, stimulating textures and lots of different sounds—plus movable 
parts that are fun to shake and explore! Longest rattle measures 6".

$29.99

Toddler Tambourines

TB317

Tapping out catchy rhythms is a cinch—with top-quality tambourines made just for children! Each one 
features an extra-chunky plastic handle that’s easy for children to grip, plus 4 pairs of built-in metal 
cymbals—all permanently encased for added safety and durability. Set includes 4 tambourines in 
4 bright colors; tambourines measure 6 1/2" in diameter.

$39.99
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Heavy-Duty Rhythm Set

RA478

Let children shake, jingle and pound away—these rugged instruments will last through years of busy 
music making! The heavy-duty plastic rhythm set includes enough instruments for up to 12 children at 
once. Plus, each instrument has an easy-grip design, so they’re a breeze for little hands to hold and 
play! Set includes 12 instruments. Maracas measure 6 1/4".

$49.99

Singable Songs for  
the Very Young CD

KM8102D

This CD includes 19 tracks from Raffi, the award-winning children’s entertainer with a joyful style that 
appeals to all children! CD includes fun traditional songs as well as original songs about counting, how 
to perform basic tasks like brushing your teeth…even tongue twisters to help with speech development.

$14.99

Multicultural Children’s Songs CD

FR768D

Celebrate diversity with a rich variety of multicultural music from Ella Jenkins! This incredible CD features 
23 songs inspired by music from all over the world—all designed to teach tolerance and respect for 
others.

$16.99

Washable Fingerpaint - Pint -  
Set of 10 Colors

AA342

Now little artists can get as messy as they want—with fun-to-use fingerpaint that’s completely washable! 
Our vibrant fingerpaint has a smooth, glossy texture that spreads easily and won’t crack when dried. 
Best of all, it washes right off of children’s skin and clothes! Allergen Information: Does not contain 
dairy/casein, egg, gelatin, gluten, latex, nuts, soy or wheat.

$34.50

Fingerpaint Paper - 16" x 22"

TA5316

Our 60-pound sheets of paper feature smoothly glazed surfaces ideal for finger painting. Pack includes 
100 sheets. $8.99

Health, Wellness and Physical Development - Learning About My Body

Toddler-Safe Active Play Kit

AA450

Get toddlers moving—and encourage gross motor development—with our active play kit! From tot 
favorites like the big parachute to stepping stones, playground balls and more, our kit comes packed 
with tools to help little ones build gross motor skills, improve balance and coordination, and boost their 
overall physical fitness. So whether children are completing a super-fun obstacle course or participating 
in a beanbag toss, they’re taking part in cooperative play and exercising at the same time! You get 
23 toddler-sized pieces—including balls, cones, number beanbags, stepping stones, start and stop 
mats, a jumbo activity die and a parachute. The machine-washable nylon parachute measures 45" in 
diameter.

$139.00
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Calming Colors® Crawl & Explore 
First Climber

AA390

Perfect for babies just starting to crawl, this soft and safe environment is fun to explore...and helps little 
ones build muscle control! The set comes in soothing, calming colors and includes ramps, arches and 
steps that are low enough to keep children safe as they climb over and through them! The 10 dense 
foam pieces attach securely in place with hook & loop fastener...and have vinyl-covered surfaces that 
are easy to wipe clean! Climber measures 60"w x 40"d x 17"h.

$699.00

Calming Colors® Tot Tunnel 
Climber

AA120

A tunnel to crawl through, a ramp to slide down...even graduated steps for climbing! Our versatile 
climber has dense foam pieces that attach securely with hook & loop fastener, creating a super-safe 
play environment. Six pieces include a ramp, a tunnel, two steps and two play pads—all covered with 
durable, wipe-clean vinyl. We’ve even included a vinyl floor mat to put under the tunnel, so crawling 
tots stay clean! Climber measures 72"w x 72"d x 20"h.

$499.00

Calming Colors® Waterfall 
Climber

AA140

This cushiony climber lets tots crawl, climb, scoot and slide in an incredibly soft and safe environment! 
Designed to fit in any corner—so little ones won’t fall off—it has easy-to-climb steps, a gently sloping 
ramp and a padded landing area. The 7 dense foam pieces fit together with hook & loop fastener, and 
each is covered with rugged, wipe-clean vinyl. Climber measures 54" wide and extends 67" from the 
corner. Tallest piece measures 18".

$549.00

Calming Colors® Climb & Play  
Soft Blocks

AA280

Super-safe soft blocks that are light enough for little ones to pick up—yet big enough to climb and play 
on! Our extra-large blocks are made of durable lightweight foam—so even the youngest children can 
move them around with ease, developing gross motor skills as they stack and build. Plus, the blocks are 
covered with smooth, rugged vinyl, so they’re a cinch to wipe clean! Set includes 6 different blocks; 
largest measures 24" in length.

$199.00

Early Years Ball Toss

HH281

Our oversize hoop and net guarantee throwing success! The hoop’s large size makes it easy for 
children to hit the target—and is ideal for use with balls up to 13". It also has a super-stable, tip-resistant 
metal base, plus a rugged net for years of active play. Hoop measures 19 1/2" across; assembled item 
measures 26 1/4"w x 25"d x 25 1/2"h. Easy assembly. Activity balls sold separately.

$79.99

6" Activity Balls

RA298

No matter what game kids are playing, our versatile activity balls are just the thing! Great for use 
indoors or out, these lightweight, high-bouncing balls are made of flexible vinyl that’s easy to grab…
and their durable, wipe-clean surface is perfect for school use. You get 6 balls in 6 bright colors; each 
measures 6". Balls are easy to inflate and deflate with our Automatic Ball Inflator (sold separately).

$19.99
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Soft & Washable Sensory Balls

DD384

Tots touch, toss and squeeze our soft-sewn balls…and build sensory awareness as they play! The balls 
have lots of fun textures, super-bright colors…plus jingling bells, soft crinkles, rattling beads and more. 
Best of all, the balls are fully machine-washable! You get a set of 6 sensory balls; largest measures 
7 1/2".

$39.99

My First Pop Beads

PP881

Just press, pop…and build! Beads snap together and rotate for hours of building fun, whether kids are 
linking simple chains or constructing unique creations. The 32 textured plastic beads fit perfectly in small 
hands and come in 4 bright colors. Largest bead measures approximately 3 1/2". Set includes a user 
guide.

$29.99

Toddler Manipulative Library 1

LA840X

Our activity-filled library is packed with 312 big, irresistible plastic shapes for tots to link, slot, stack and 
more! You get all 4 manipulative sets shown, each in a stackable plastic storage tote. Totes measure 
14 1/2"l x 11 3/4"w x 7 1/2"h. Each set also available separately.

$199.00

Toddler Manipulative Library 2

LA745X

Toddlers build fine motor skills as they use fun-shaped blocks to assemble towers, stack and build with 
cute fish, twist together chunky shapes and more! You get all 4 sets shown—for a total of 230 plastic 
shapes—each in a 14 1/2"l x 11 3/4"w x 7 1/2"h tote. Each set also available separately.

$199.00

Easy-Twist Animal Builders

AA105

Made just for tiny hands, our adorable builders let children match up animal patterns to create 4 cute 
critters—or mix up the pieces for super-silly fun! However they put the animals together, tots develop fine 
motor skills and eye/hand coordination as they twist, turn and build! Set features a total of 16 pieces, 
including 4 animal rods and 12 animal body pieces. Rods measure 6 3/4" tall.

$19.99

Sensory Beads Lacing Set

FB997

Easy to hold and a cinch to string, our big, bright beads make lacing a breeze! The 18 chunky beads 
have fun patterns and textures that are exciting to explore—plus, the laces are firm yet flexible, so 
they’re easy to string! Laces measure 7 1/2"; beads measure 2".

$29.99
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Link & Go! Magnetic Train 

AA275

Our easy-grip train cars have fully contained magnets in front and back, so it’s a cinch for tots to link 
them together or roll them around on their own! Set includes 5 cars with real-rolling wheels; each car 
measures 3 1/2" in length.

$29.99

Learn My Shapes!  
Magnetic Boards

AA670

Kids boost fine motor skills as they explore three different shapes! Tots simply hold the securely attached, 
easy-grip magnetic wand to guide the ball, reinforcing shape recognition as they trace a square, 
triangle or circle. Plus, with a permanently sealed acrylic top to keep the ball contained, each board is 
durable and super-safe! You get 3 wooden boards; each measures 7 1/4" x 8 1/8".

$49.99

Social and Emotional Development - Student Interpersonal Skills 

Feelings & Emotions  
Washable Dolls - Complete Set

FF704

Introduce the concept of feelings and emotions with our adorable soft-sewn dolls! Perfect for circle time 
or dramatic play, each cloth doll features a permanently stitched expression that helps children 
recognize the emotions of others—and learn to understand their own feelings. Best of all, the multi-
ethnic dolls are completely machine-washable! Set includes all 4 dolls; each measures 12" tall. Each 
doll also available separately.

$95.00

Dealing with Feelings  
Board Book Collection

RA709

Children learn how to cope with their feelings…with beautifully illustrated board books that foster social-
emotional growth! Our collection includes 8 sturdy board books, each featuring simple language and 
expressive illustrations that make concepts easy for children to understand.

$59.50

Best Behavior® Board Book 
Collection 

RA351

Simple words and charming illustrations make it easy for even young children to understand the benefits  
of good behavior—from staying healthy and respecting others to learning positive ways to cope with  
their feelings! Set includes 8 board books, each with helpful tips for parents and caregivers.

$71.50

Toddler Treehouse Hideaway

AA241

Our sturdy birch cube will be every child’s favorite place to relax, enjoy a good book and more! Our 
durable unit is sized for 1-2 toddlers…and features safe, rounded corners and an inviting design that 
provides plenty of privacy—while still keeping tots in caregivers’ view! Plus, we’ve included a comfy 
vinyl mat that pops in and out in a snap—so it’s super-easy to wipe clean! Assembly required. Unit 
measures 25"w x 25"d x 25"h.

$379.00
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Classroom-Safe Glider Rocker

GR290

Rock little ones’ cares away with a chair designed for maximum comfort, safety and durability! 
Hardwood chair glides on a covered base that keeps little fingers safe. Plus, the padded armrests each 
have a handy pouch for books or bottles. Best of all, the seat is 19 3/4" wide to accommodate 
caregivers of all sizes! The seat cover is machine-washable; the back cushion is surface-washable. 
Assembly required. Rocker measures 40 1/2" tall.

$499.00

Partnerships for Learning - Families, Early Care and Education Programs, and Communities

First Steps® Sign-In 
Communication & Cubby Center

AA107

The perfect place for sign-ins, sign-outs and family communication! Our mobile center features 
16 cubbies that are ideal for sending home artwork and parent information, plus an angled surface on 
top for displaying sign-in sheets. Hardwood center features locking casters. Center measures 
26"w x 16 1/2"d x 37 3/4"h. GREENGUARD® Certified. Lifetime warranty. Comes assembled.

$439.00

Me & My Family  
Board Book Library

RE481

Our inviting board books introduce toddlers to family relationships! These 5 sturdy board books have 
been specially selected for their simple text, playful verses, and eye-catching illustrations and images 
that are sure to make them instant favorites with little ones!

$39.50

Multicultural  
Board Book Collection

RA324

Even young kids can explore the diverse world around them…with our engaging board book collection! 
As children flip through the sturdy pages, they discover that kids are the same all over the world, 
whether they’re from Alaska, South Africa—or somewhere in between! Collection includes the 8 books 
shown.

$61.50

See-Inside Storage Pouch

GG834

Our roomy pouch holds everything from journals and books to colored pencils and other student 
supplies…and it features a clear-view design that makes it easy to see exactly what’s inside! The  
pouch has a hook & loop closure and comes with 5 labels for students’ names. Pouch measures  
10 1/2" x 13".

$5.99

Ready for Preschool Backpack

HH970

Our skill-building backpack has everything children need to prepare for preschool! We’ve included a 
3-month calendar filled with developmentally appropriate activities children complete with their 
parents—all printed in English and Spanish. The activities reinforce the basic skills preschoolers need to 
succeed—from counting to letter recognition. Plus, the vinyl pack includes materials needed to complete 
the activities—like colorful bears to sort and count, a ball for motor activities, a language-building book 
of nursery rhymes and more.

$29.99
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Pre-Kindergarten

Approaches to Learning Through Play - Constructing, Organizing and Applying Knowledge 

Fairy Tales  
Problem Solving STEM Kits - Set 1

PP640X

Kids engineer happier endings to fairy tales—as they design a house that can’t be blown down, 
construct a bridge that keeps 3 goats safe from the troll and build a chair even Goldilocks can’t break! 
Our kits help children discover the STEM in their favorite fairy tales—and naturally inspire them to 
explore each challenging situation until they find a solution! Each kit comes with a STEM-focused story 
card, building materials, a guide, plus student and teacher cards with lesson plans and full support. You 
get all 3 kits shown, for a total of 165 building pieces. Each kit also available separately. Develops 
skills in science, technology, engineering and mathematics.

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Small parts. Not for children under 3 years. 

$149.00

House Building  
Engineering Center

PP753

How are houses designed? What shapes do you see in buildings? Our engaging building center 
teaches kids to look closer at real-life designs—and make original homes that use the same important 
elements! Created to encourage open-ended building with minimal teacher involvement, our center 
includes 8 photo cards showing actual buildings, plus tons of hands-on manipulatives that invite children 
to build, explore and engineer—again and again! For easy reference, the back of each photo card 
explains key elements for each design—so it’s easy to guide children’s learning. You get 130 geometric, 
interlocking plastic pieces and 8 photo cards. Center comes in an 11 1/2" plastic storage tub; longest 
building piece measures 4". Develops skills in creative design, shapes and basic geometry, and fine 
motor control.

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Small parts. Not for children under 3 years. 

$49.99

Tinkering Toolbox - Fully Loaded

LC790X

Inspire early learners to build on basic STEM concepts with our handy toolbox filled with everything 
kids need to invent and innovate! From gears and wheels to pipe stems and craft tubes, all the included 
items shown fit right inside. Plus, with 3 divided shelves, including a top shelf with 8 compartments, the 
wooden toolbox makes organizing materials a breeze…and the easy-grip handles provide convenient 
portability, so you can create a STEM learning environment anywhere! You get everything shown. 
Toolbox and individual packs also available separately. Toolbox measures 
19"w x 13 3/4"d x 22 1/2"h. Comes assembled.

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Item contains small parts and small ball. Not for children under  
3 years. 

$329.00

Young Architects Design Blocks - 
Starter Set

FF209

Our super-unique blocks let kids design lifelike construction sites! Ideal for creating towers, bridges, 
buildings and more, the 3-D blocks are precisely related in size, so mixing and matching shapes is a 
breeze. Plus, the tough plastic builders look like construction girders—perfect for imaginative play! Set 
comes with 30 blocks in 4 colors—including 22 rectangular blocks in 2 sizes, 4 triangular blocks and 
4 octagonal blocks. Largest block measures 6" in length.

$29.99

Jumbo Log Builders

LL479

These giant log builders are perfect for making cabins, corrals and more! Our tough indoor-outdoor 
builders have a realistic wood look, but they’re made of hollow plastic…so children can lift them with 
ease. You get 42 durable notch-together builders—including roof pieces and logs. Large log measures 
22" in length.

$299.00
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Jumbo Magnetic Building Tiles

LA214

Our gigantic translucent tiles invite kids to build structures as big as they can imagine! The pieces have 
super-strong magnets safely built right in, so they stick together on every side and from any angle—for 
limitless building possibilities. Plus, as children construct colossal structures with the see-through tiles, 
they get an early introduction to magnetism. Set includes 24 rugged plastic tiles in 2 shapes and 
4 colors; squares measure 12". Develops skills in understanding magnetism, exploring two-dimensional 
and three-dimensional shapes, and building stable structures.

$399.00

Hardwood Unit Blocks -  
Starter Set (108 Blocks)

B250A

Our hardwood blocks are so durable, they’re backed by a 50-year guarantee! Each block is made of 
solid hardrock maple, kiln-dried, sanded and beveled for perfect building balance—ensuring that 
they’re the highest quality you can buy! They’re guaranteed classroom-tough and will stand up to year 
after year of rough play. And if any block breaks or splinters within 50 years of the date of purchase, 
we will replace it at no charge! Plus, as children design and build, they practice problem solving, 
develop perception skills and explore basic math and science. Each block is precisely related in size to 
the basic unit block (5 1/2"l x 2 3/4"w x 1 3/8"h) for a comfortable series of relationships that makes 
it easy to create and learn. Starter Set includes 108 blocks in 14 shapes. 50-year warranty.

$299.00

Lakeshore Block Play People - 
Complete Set

AA200X

Our multi-ethnic people are perfect for populating play cities and towns…and they’re so durable, we 
guarantee them for 10 full years! The sturdy figures feature up-to-date styling and lots of authentic 
details…plus, they’re specially molded to actually stand—for added realism and frustration-free play! 
Each 8-piece family includes a baby, a toddler, a girl, a boy, a woman, a man, an elderly woman and 
an elderly man. Tallest figure measures 5 1/2". Complete set includes all 5 families shown, for a total 
of 40 figures in all. Each family also available separately. 10-year warranty.

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Small parts. Not for children under 3 years. 

$119.00

Lakeshore Community Garages - 
Set of 8

GG872

Turn any block play space into a bustling community…with our realistic, super-sturdy garages! Each one 
is perfectly scaled to our vehicles—with drive-through openings on both ends, so kids can zip in and out 
of the post office, roll into the auto shop for a tune-up, drop “passengers” off at school and more! Set 
includes 8 wooden garages, each 5"-6" in length. Vehicles sold separately.

$79.99

Hardwood Community Vehicles - 
Set of 10

LM826

Made of solid hardwood, our vehicles are built to stand up to years of hard-driving block play! Detailed 
vehicles have easy-rolling wheels, with wooden axles drilled through the vehicles for extra durability. Set 
comes with 10 vehicles in 10 designs, including a taxi, mail truck, fire engine, city bus and more; 
4" to 4 1/2" each.

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

$29.99

Castle Blocks

PP871

Our enchanting hardwood blocks let kids create a fascinating fortress, a spacious palace and more! 
The durable, stackable blocks come in 12 unique shapes and are printed on every side with a fun 
medieval theme—so kids can construct castles from all directions! Set includes 60 blocks. Largest block 
measures 6".

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Small parts. Not for children under 3 years. 

$79.99
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Ramps & Balls Exploration Set

FF253

Ramp up the block play excitement! Kids can use our durable wooden ramps and balls—both in three 
sizes—with our Hardwood Unit Blocks to create tons of different paths…then send the balls rolling to 
test them out. As kids build, test and experiment, they’ll develop critical thinking, early STEM skills and 
more! Plus, the ramps are sized perfectly for our Hardwood Community Vehicles—for even more action-
packed play! Set includes 30 pieces; longest ramp measures 33". Blocks sold separately.

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Item contains small parts and small ball. Not for children under  
3 years. 

$149.00

Ramps & Balls Storage Box

FF260

Our wooden storage box features 4 different compartments to make ramps and balls easy for kids to 
grab and put away. Box measures 15" tall. Comes assembled. Ramps and balls sold separately as our 
Ramps & Balls Exploration Set.

$49.99

Indestructible  
Giant Beads & Patterns

FD117

Our jumbo-size beads are just right for small hands…and they’re made of unbreakable plastic, so 
they’ll stand up to years and years of lacing! The 68 chubby beads come in 5 shapes and 4 colors, 
and have extra-big holes for no-fail stringing. Plus, we’ve included 16 double-sided pattern cards with a 
variety of patterning activities, so kids stay challenged as they perfect their skills! Beads come in a tub 
with 10 laces; cube measures 1 3/8".

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — This toy is or contains a small ball. Not for children under  
3 years.

$39.99

Build & Play Logic Puzzles - 
Complete Set

LA915X

Plan and build a bustling city, a suburban town and a rural community—with 3 fun-to-solve wooden 
puzzles! Each puzzle has a sturdy wooden tray with cutout spaces to fit the 3-D building pieces. Kids 
use problem-solving and spatial reasoning skills to arrange the pieces—either alone or in 
combinations—until they find the one solution where all the pieces fit in place! Each puzzle has 
9-10 pieces and measures 8 1/2" x 11 1/2". Complete set includes all 3 puzzles shown. Each puzzle 
also available separately. Develops skills in problem solving, spatial awareness and community 
awareness.

$79.99

Space-Saver  
Color-Changing Light Table

LL526

Add an exciting new dimension to color and light experiments—with an innovative light table that 
displays 4 vibrant colors! Our hardwood table features a big illuminated surface with plenty of room for 
building and exploring…and comes with a remote control that allows you to change, dim or flash the 
colors—at the touch of a button! Plug-in table has an LED-illuminated surface that stays cool to the 
touch—even after extended use. Simple assembly. Chair and accessories sold separately. Table 
measures 20"w x 20"d x 20 1/2"h.

$399.00

See-Inside Magnetic Blocks

LL453

Our innovative blocks are translucent on all sides—giving kids an up-close view of magnetism in action! 
As children build with the blocks, they can see the embedded magnets flip to create a solid, no-fail 
connection every time…whether kids construct upward or side to side. The set includes 36 durable 
plastic blocks in 2 shapes and 6 colors; each block measures 1 3/8". Develops skills in understanding 
magnetism.

$69.99
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Light Table Manipulative Center

LC590X

All the manipulatives you need to explore the properties of color and light while building math, 
language and science skills at the same time! Our plastic tubs are filled with a huge variety of 
translucent plastic pieces—from letters and numbers to pattern blocks and color chips. Perfect for 
practice with everything from counting to creating color combinations, our sets come in a handy metal 
storage rack that gives children super-easy access to the materials they need! Center includes a 
20 5/8" rack and all 8 tubs shown—for 1,021 pieces! Each plastic tub measures 3" x 4 1/2". Each 
tub also available separately.

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Small parts. Not for children under 3 years. 

$99.50

Doctor’s Office 

GG560

Our complete doctor’s kit is rugged enough to last through many checkups! The big, chubby instruments 
are perfectly sized for young physicians’ hands...and include a stethoscope, plastic bandage, 
thermometer, blood pressure gauge and more. Set includes 12 pieces in a sturdy plastic,  
8 1/2" medical bag.

$29.99

Classroom Vet Center

PP718

Our activity-filled center lets kids bandage pretend wounds, listen to heartbeats, examine X-rays and 
more! The 22-piece center contains everything kids need, including a clipboard, a stethoscope and 
write & wipe charts kids can use again and again! Center comes in a 9" x 11" case. Poseable puppy 
sold separately.

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Small parts. Not for children under 3 years. 

$39.99

Grandma’s Dress-Up Trunk

PP426

Now kids can dress up just like grown-ups! Our mix and match costumes fit easily over clothes to 
transform children into whomever they want to be…plus, there are enough pieces to share—including 
purses, shawls, hats, gloves and more! You get 19 pieces in a handy plastic storage trunk. Costumes fit 
ages 3 to 5. Trunk measures 17 1/2"l x 14"w x 13 1/8"h.

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Small parts. Not for children under 3 years. 

$189.00

Grandpa’s Dress-Up Trunk

PP427

Dozens of imaginative costumes—all in one trunk! Our mix and match pieces have a grown-up look, 
but they’re all designed for quick and easy dress-up—so they’re perfect for kids. You get a jacket and 
fishing vest with hook & loop closures, a necktie, a golf-style shirt, hats, gloves, “tools” for pretend 
repairs and more. You get 16 pieces in a handy plastic storage trunk. Costumes fit ages 3 to 5. Trunk 
measures 17 1/2"l x 14"w x 13 1/8"h.

$189.00

All-In-One Kitchen

LC249

A microwave, a refrigerator, a hutch, a sink, a stove and an oven—in one space-saving unit! 
Hardwood kitchen has 4 pretend burners, real-turning knobs, plexiglas windows in the microwave and 
oven, and a super-realistic faucet. And there’s plenty of space for play dishes and food, including a 
storage area below the sink. Play dishes and food sold separately. Unit measures 
50"w x 15 1/4"d x 44"h. GREENGUARD® Certified. Comes assembled.

$749.00
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Butcher-Block Table and Chair Set

JJ845

Our 3-piece, child-sized dinette is perfect for role-playing mealtimes, eating a snack or even expanding 
classroom work space. The solidly built wooden table has a wipe-clean butcher-block top and smooth, 
rounded edging that prevents snags. Simple assembly. Play dishes and food sold separately. Table 
measures 28"w x 21"h. The 2 chairs have 12" seat heights.

$279.00

Lakeshore Grocery Set

HH919

Our giant playset has enough pretend groceries to fully stock any play kitchen or store—from baked 
beans and peanut butter to milk, juice, ketchup and more! Best of all, every piece is made of sturdy 
plastic...and tough enough to last through years of imaginative play! Set includes 30 pieces; milk carton 
measures 6" tall.

$49.99

Language and Literacy Development - English Language Arts

Kindness & Compassion 
Paperback Library

RA397

These carefully selected titles promote inclusion, empathy and encouragement—with tons of heart and 
sensitivity! Featuring simple narratives and kid-friendly artwork, the 12 paperback books invite 
discussion while empowering children to seek out healthy relationships and be their best selves.  

$105.00

Paperback Classics Library 

RA714

A collection of favorite storybooks…in economical paperback versions! A smart addition to any 
classroom, our library features classic books like The Snowy Day and Stone Soup that are sure to be 
read, reread and loved for years. Library includes 15 paperback books.

$119.00

What’s the Rhyme?  
Sorting Houses

JJ157

Kids master rhyming sounds as they match word tiles to our adorable houses…and drop them in! Each 
sturdy chipboard house has a word printed on front, with a cute picture clue that helps kids identify the 
rhyming sound. Children just find the illustrated tiles that match the rhyme on each house…then slip 
them through the window to sort them into their “homes.” When kids are done, they can open the 
magnetic roof to take out the tiles—and check their answers against the words printed on back! Set 
includes 10 houses and 50 chipboard sorting tiles. Houses measure 4 3/8".

$29.99

Magnetic Language  
Learning Rods - Complete Set

DD755X

Magnetic rods give kids tons of practice with early language skills! Each durable wooden rod is 
magnetic—and shows a descriptive word, category or sequencing topic for kids to match. Children 
simply place magnets right on each rod…to sort objects into the correct category, identify items that 
match a descriptive word or arrange magnets in a logical sequence. Complete set includes all 3 sets 
shown, each with 8 rods, 32 magnets and an activity guide. Rods measure 9" long. Each set also 
available separately. Develops skills in classifying objects, sequencing, understanding descriptive words 
and building vocabulary.

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Small parts. Not for children under 3 years. 

$95.00
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Alphabet Learning Locks

LC126

Here’s the key to building alphabet skills! Our learning locks help kids recognize uppercase and 
lowercase letters and explore letter sounds. Kids simply choose a key and match it to the letter or to the 
picture on the lock—when they make a successful match, the key will turn, and the lock will open for 
instant reinforcement! You get 26 locks and 26 keys; locks measure 3 1/4" tall.

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Small parts. Not for children under 3 years. 

$39.99

Lakeshore Alphabet Rockets

PP185

Alphabet skills are ready for liftoff—with hands-on rockets that make language practice a blast! Each 
double-sided rocket features 3 easy-fitting pieces that show the upper- and lowercase letter, plus 
4 pictures that represent the letter sound. Kids just match up the pieces to build each rocket—boosting 
letter recognition and exploring letter sounds as they play! You get 26 durable plastic rockets (for a total 
of 78 pieces); rockets measure 5" tall.

$59.99

Alphabet Picture Magnets

LL248

Help kids master letter sounds! Our magnets represent items for each letter sound from A to Z. Kids 
simply sort them to build early language skills. You get 78 sturdy foam magnets—3 for each letter of the 
alphabet. Magnets measure 1 3/4". Board sold separately. Develops skills in identifying beginning 
sounds and vocabulary.

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Small parts. Not for children under 3 years. 

$24.99

Construct-A-Letter Activity Center 

EE496

Construct a letter with every tap! Kids just grab an activity card and use the builders to form the letter on 
the burlap-covered foam board…then connect the builders with the nails, reinforcing letter formation as 
they go! Center includes 26 cards, 40 builders, 36 plastic nails, a durable foam hammering board with 
a reusable cover and a kid-safe plastic hammer. Board measures 12"l x 12"w x 3 1/4"h. Develops 
skills in recognizing letters, forming letters and building fine motor control.

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

$49.99

Letter Crayons  
Word Building Center

LC113

Here’s a colorful way to introduce simple words! Kids choose a card with a CVC word on one side and 
a matching image on the other…then snap the letter crayons into a crayon box to spell the word one 
letter at a time. Center includes 4 tough plastic crayon boxes, 32 plastic crayons and 24 self-checking 
cards—enough for up to 4 kids at once! Crayon boxes measure 3 1/4" x 4". 

$29.99

Learning Letters Activity Centers - 
Complete Set

LC740X

Get children excited about alphabet practice with our innovative activity centers! Each skill-building 
center gives early learners a hands-on way to explore letters. Children just follow simple and engaging 
prompts on activity cards and flip books to search for letters in a sensory “treasure chest,” build letters 
piece by piece using snap-together parts and practice printing perfect letters on mini magic boards. 
Complete set includes all 3 centers shown. Each center also available separately. Develops skills in 
alphabet knowledge, identifying letters, writing letters and building fine motor skills.

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Small parts. Not for children under 3 years. 

$69.99
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CVC Word Work Center

DD691

Everything kids need for hands-on word building practice—at just the right level! Our center is filled 
with 120 chunky foam letters, plus 40 double-sided activity cards with a familiar picture and its 
corresponding CVC word on front…and only the picture on back. Beginners build each word by 
matching letter to letter…while advanced students can flip the cards over to spell each word on their 
own! The 11" chipboard center has color-coded materials within each drawer for easy organization.

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Small parts. Not for children under 3 years. 

$49.99

Snap & Build Sight-Words - 
Complete Set

TT755X

Sight-word mastery is a snap—with hands-on boards and letter clips children love to use! Kids just grab 
a board featuring a preprinted sight-word, then attach the clips below to build the word one letter at a 
time. And with enough letter clips to build all 25 words in each level at once, the sets are perfect for 
multiple children to work with at the same time. Set includes all 3 levels shown, each with 25 sight-word 
boards, 67-93 letter clips and an activity guide; boards measure 1 1/2" x 5 1/2". Each level also 
available separately. Develops skills in recognizing and spelling high-frequency sight-words.

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Small parts. Not for children under 3 years. 

$85.00

Syllable Count  
Instant Learning Center

EE181

Children get a concrete grasp of syllables as they sort—with a ready-to-use activity center they can 
explore on their own! Our instant center is specially designed for independent exploration: Just set out 
the materials, introduce the activity…then students use fun activity mats to sort picture-words by their 
number of syllables! The center has enough materials for up to 4 children to work at once, including a 
double-sided instruction chart that gives everyone easy access to the activities…and simple picture 
instructions, so even nonreaders can participate. Center includes 40 picture pieces, 8 mats, 
4 drawstring bags, plus a write & wipe assessment card.

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Small parts. Not for children under 3 years. 

$34.99

Building Language Lotto 

DD336

Our hands-on matching game helps kids recognize and name tons of everyday words…and build 
classification skills as they play! Super-involving game features 36 realistic manipulatives…plus 6 big 
activity cards that provide 2 levels of play. Beginners can match manipulatives to corresponding photos 
on their activity cards…while advancing students can flip the cards over, matching objects to each 
category—without picture clues! Cards measure 8" x 10".

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Small parts. Not for children under 3 years. 

$39.99

Magnetic Letter Builders -  
Starter Set

LC568

Here’s a fun, hands-on way to help children master the lines and curves that form uppercase letters! Kids 
simply grab a letter card and use the magnetic builders to copy the shape of the letter. The tough plastic 
pieces stick together at any angle—for frustration-free practice every time, with or without the letter 
cards. Set comes with 26 letter cards, 24 pieces in 4 designs, and a guide. Longest bars measure 6". 
Develops skills in letter recognition, letter building and fine motor development.

$49.99

Alphabet Bowling

FF536

There are tons of ways for kids to learn with our action-packed alphabet bowling game! Children 
simply set up the soft foam, freestanding letters like pins, then choose a game…from identifying letters to 
creating simple words. Then, they roll the foam ball and strike the letters down to get hands-on practice 
with alphabet skills! You get a foam ball, plus 26 uppercase letters in 3 colors. Each letter measures 
5 1/2".

$69.99
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Double-Sided Magnetic  
Letter Tiles 

TT811

Our double-sided magnetic tiles stick together from every side—for a fun, hands-on way to build 
language skills! The translucent tiles feature an uppercase letter on one side and the corresponding 
lowercase letter on the other, so kids can connect them to sequence the alphabet, build simple words 
and so much more! Set includes 48 durable plastic tiles in 4 colors with super-safe built-in magnets. 
Each tile measures 1 3/4" x 1 3/4". Develops skills in identifying upper- and lowercase letters, using 
letters to form words, understanding letter-sound correspondence and sequencing the alphabet.

$59.99

Splash! Jr. Reading Readiness 
Games - Complete Set

LM420X

A quick, easy way to develop essential reading skills—our super-fun pool-themed games are sure to 
make a “splash”! Kids just draw an inner-tube card and keep it if they identify the target sound, name a 
rhyming word and more…or start again if they draw a “Splash!” The first player to collect 10 cards 
wins! You get all 5 games, each with 80 cards. For 2-4 players. Cards measure 1 3/4". Each game 
also available separately. Develops skills in identifying beginning, middle and ending sounds, 
associating letters with sounds, developing vocabulary, and following multistep directions. 

$49.99

Road to Reading Activity Center

TT303

Kids get ready to read—one skill at a time! Our hands-on center guides children along the path to 
reading step-by-step. First, children complete alphabet puzzles to learn letter sounds…then they use 
picture cards and letter tiles to build simple words. Next, kids progress to tracing sight-words with fun-to-
touch tactile word cards. Finally, children put it all together to read an entire book…all on their own! 
Center includes 5 folders—each with letter-sound puzzles, word building cards and letter tiles, sight-word 
cards and a book. Center measures 7 1/2". Develops skills in reading CVC words, sight-words (high-
frequency words), letter-sound correspondence, beginning sounds, middle sounds and ending sounds.

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Small parts. Not for children under 3 years. 

$59.99

Lakeshore Emergent Readers

TT933

With simple text, familiar subjects and supporting illustrations, these skill-building books are ideal for 
brand-new readers! Each book features repetitive, easy-to-read sentences with just one new word per 
page—perfect for building vocabulary and boosting reading confidence. Plus, each book features a fun 
and familiar topic that kids will love to explore—from bugs to birthdays! You get 20 books that fit in our 
Book Display Stand for 20. Each 8-page book measures 6" x 6 3/4".

$49.99

Lakeshore Nonfiction  
Emergent Readers

TT934

Introduce early learners to nonfiction! These 20 full-color books feature simple text with plenty of sight-
words…plus captivating photographs that give kids the clues they need to read new words. Each 
8-page book includes a picture glossary.

$49.99

Touch & Read CVC Words Match

GG369

With these engaging match-ups, children master CVC words—one phoneme at a time! Kids just select a 
word card and touch the textured dots as they say each sound. Then they read the full word—and find 
its matching picture card! You get 60 textured word cards, 60 picture cards, 6 storage pockets and  
6 answer cards. Pockets measure 2 1/2" x 6 1/2". Develops skills in isolating sounds in CVC words, 
blending sounds and decoding words.

$29.99
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Story Wands

JJ728

What better way to get children excited about reading…than with squeezably soft story wands kids will 
love to use! The safe, wipe-clean vinyl wands feature simple questions that explore plot, character, 
setting and more. Just pass them out at storytime to get kids thinking about story elements…and building 
comprehension skills as they go! Set includes the 8 wands shown; each measures 10".

$29.99

Pre-Writing Magnetic Board

EE226

The patterns on our durable magnetic board help children explore the motions of writing…and 
strengthen the fine motor skills they need to write! Kids simply use the built-in magnetic wand to guide 
balls through a variety of pattern tracks—mastering key letter-formation strokes and building fine muscle 
control as they go! Our durable wooden board has a super-safe acrylic cover that keeps pieces 
contained. Board measures 14 1/2".

$39.99

Light Table Alphabet Tracing Tiles

LL806

Writing skills shine as kids trace with our colorful tiles! Children simply place a translucent tile onto a 
light table or panel, lay a piece of paper on top…and start tracing. As students form each upper- and 
lowercase letter or adorable picture, they practice printing and explore letter sounds! Set includes 
26 tiles, 26 dividers, a storage box and a guide. Tiles measure 4 1/2" x 5 1/8". Light panel sold 
separately. Develops skills in recognizing letters and letter sounds and writing.

$39.99

Tabletop Light Panel

TB490

Perfect for scientific demonstrations, exploring light and color, and more—our ultra-slim LED light panel 
is easy to set up and easy to store! Simply place it on a table and switch on the light…then put X-rays, 
leaves and light table manipulatives on the surface for a super-clear view. Plastic panel has a 
13" x 17 1/2" illuminated surface and rubber feet to hold it firmly in place; includes an AC adaptor. 
Accessories sold separately.

$179.00

Translucent Letter Builders

LE227

With our huge set of see-through builders, kids develop language and fine motor skills as they explore 
light and color! Designed to reinforce upper- and lowercase letter formation, the straight and curved 
builders snap together with ease and are perfect for use on a light table or panel. Kids can even build 
numbers with them! Set includes 180 plastic builders in 9 shapes and 6 colors, plus a handy storage 
tub. Largest piece measures 4". Light panel sold separately.

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

$29.99

Tactile Liquid Letters

SE741

Turn alphabet practice into a tactile experience! These oversize, gel-filled letters are textured, inviting 
kids to trace and squeeze, promoting sensory play and letter recognition. You can even place the letters 
on a light-up surface to explore color and light! Set includes 26 plastic uppercase letters in 2 different 
textures and 6 colors; letters measure 4 1/4". Light panel sold separately.

$49.99
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Storyteller Writing Box

LL904

Children discover all the details they need to tell their own amazing stories—every time they reach 
inside our mystery box! Perfect for oral language practice, boosting vocabulary, exploring story 
elements and more, our ready-to-use box contains 45 color-coded prompts, each with cute illustrations 
of characters, locations and situations that help young storytellers get started. Children just reach in and 
pull out a card from each compartment of the box, then use the who, what and where they selected to 
tell their own original story! Box measures 15" in length.

$29.99

My First Draw & Write Journal

AA786

The perfect journal for beginners! Kid-friendly pages have lots of room on top for drawing, and writing 
lines below—so kids can add simple words and sentences to their pictures. There are even alphabet 
reference pages for extra help! Journal measures 8" x 10 1/2" and is 60 pages. Pages have 
1 1/8" ruling.

$3.99

Red Baseline Ruled Newsprint - 
Pre K-Kindergarten

TA2610

Perfect for building beginning printing skills! You get 500 sheets of newsprint writing paper. Paper 
measures 8" x 10 1/2". Pages have 1 1/8" ruling. $6.99

Mathematical Thinking and Expression - Exploring, Processing and Problem Solving    

Calendar Math Activity Program

TT380

Our comprehensive program makes it easy to provide daily math practice—from counting and number 
sense to place value and problem solving—all in one ready-to-use center! In addition to a daily 
calendar, there are separate areas for reinforcing essential math skills—right on the chart. Simply 
introduce a different activity each day to help kids make ten, practice place value, sharpen problem 
solving…and boost other math skills! The sturdy nylon chart comes ready to hang and includes 
250 cards…plus counting sticks, ten-frame counters, an activity guide and more. Chart measures 
39" x 44".

$99.50

Lakeshore Math Counters  
Library 1

LC1665X

Hands-on counters make math concepts easy to grasp…with hundreds of kid-pleasing objects for 
students to count, measure, compare and sort! Library includes all 6 sets shown, for a total of 
762 counters; each set comes in a sturdy plastic jar and includes an activity guide. Jars measure 
6 1/4" tall. Each set also available separately.

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Item contains small parts and small ball. Not for children under  
3 years. 

$149.00

Touch & Match Math Cards - 
Complete Set

GG610X

Math practice meets tactile exploration—with super-cute match-ups children can’t wait to get their hands 
on! Kids just select a textured picture card and touch each animal as they count to 20, add within 20 or 
compare numbers to 10…then find the matching number or symbol to show their answer! You get all  
3 sets, each with 40 self-checking match-ups in 4 leveled pockets, plus an activity guide; pockets 
measure 4" x 9 3/4". Each set also available separately. Develops skills in counting numbers to 20, 
adding within 20 and understanding one-to-one correspondence.

$85.00
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Tactile Numbers 1-30

EE289

A super-engaging way to explore numbers...right at kids’ fingertips! Our 4" x 5" activity cards feature 
extra-big numbers with a special textured surface…children just trace each number with their fingers to 
recognize numbers 1 to 30—and develop the fine motor skills they’ll need to write each number on 
their own! You get 30 cards in a handy storage pouch.

$19.99

Lakeshore Number Rockets

PP186

Out-of-this-world rockets—perfect for practicing counting and number recognition skills as kids play! Our 
hands-on set comes with 20 super-durable plastic rockets—each made up of 3 pieces showing different 
representations of the same number. Kids just match up the pieces to practice counting to 20, 
associating numbers with quantities, and more! Rockets measure 5" tall.

$49.99

Counting Cars

LL495

Kids take their math skills for a spin—with hands-on counting cars that really roll! Kids just grab a car…
look at the numeral and number word…and count out the matching number of passengers into the 
“seats.” Plus, each car fits exactly 1-10 passengers, so the set is self-correcting—for no-fail practice! The 
set includes 10 durable plastic cars with rotating wheels and 60 passengers that snap securely in place; 
largest car measures 8 1/8" in length.

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Small parts. Not for children under 3 years. 

$49.99

Nuts About Counting!

DD372

Boost early counting skills—with nuts and bolts kids can’t wait to get their hands on! Children just 
choose a bolt featuring a numeral from 1 to 10 and twist on the matching number of nuts…building fine 
motor skills as they learn! Each bolt is designed to hold the exact quantity of nuts—so kids get no-fail 
counting practice every time. Plus, the molded plastic nuts and bolts feature a quick-release design that 
makes it a cinch to remove the nuts and start again. Set includes 10 bolts and 55 nuts; longest bolt 
measures 7 1/2". Develops skills in counting to 10, understanding the relationship between numbers 
and quantities, and building fine motor skills.

$29.99

Nuts About Patterning!

DD192

Boost early patterning skills—with nuts and bolts kids can’t wait to get their hands on! Children just 
choose bolts and twist on brightly colored nuts to create patterns…building fine motor skills as they go! 
The molded plastic nuts and bolts feature a quick-release design that makes it a cinch to remove the nuts 
and start again! Set includes 6 bolts and 60 nuts; bolts measure 6 3/4" in length. Develops skills in 
recognizing patterns and building fine motor skills.

$29.99

Nuts About Sorting!

DD191

Boost early sorting and color recognition skills—with nuts and bolts kids can’t wait to get their hands on! 
Children just choose a brightly colored bolt and twist on the matching nuts—building fine motor skills as 
they learn! The molded plastic nuts and bolts feature a quick-release design that makes it a cinch to 
remove the nuts and start again. Set includes 8 bolts and 48 nuts; bolts measure 5" in length. Develops 
skills in sorting, color recognition and building fine motor skills.

$29.99
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Patterning Fine Motor Center

TT262

With our irresistible center, children build patterning skills hands on! Using the adorable koala-shaped 
tweezers, kids simply place leaves on the activity cards to complete patterns…developing fine motor 
control as they go! Perfect for small groups, the center comes with 6 double-sided activity cards, 60 leaf 
manipulatives and 2 easy-grip tweezers. Activity cards measure 6" x 12 1/4". Develops skills in 
patterning and building fine motor control.

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Small parts. Not for children under 3 years. 

$24.99

Sorting Fine Motor Center

TT263

With our irresistible center, children build sorting skills hands on! Using the adorable bear-shaped 
tweezers, kids simply sort berries by color and size on the activity cards…developing fine motor control 
as they go! Perfect for small groups, the center comes with 6 double-sided activity cards, 60 berry 
manipulatives and 2 easy-grip tweezers. Activity cards measure 6" x 12 1/4". Develops skills in sorting 
by attributes and building fine motor control.

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Small parts. Not for children under 3 years. 

$24.99

Measurement Fine Motor Center

TT264

With our irresistible center, children build measuring skills hands on! Using the adorable panda-shaped 
tweezers, kids simply place bamboo stalks on the activity cards to measure logs, animals, canoes and 
more…developing fine motor control as they go! Perfect for small groups, the center comes with 
6 double-sided activity cards, 60 bamboo stalk manipulatives and 2 easy-grip tweezers. Activity cards 
measure 6" x 12 1/4". Develops skills in using nonstandard measurement and building fine motor 
control.

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Small parts. Not for children under 3 years. 

$24.99

Numbers & Counting  
Magnetic Activity Tin

TT365

Math skills really stick with our all-in-one magnetic math tin—where the lid becomes the activity board! 
Children just lift the magnetic lid off the sturdy storage tin, flip it over and place one of 15 different 
activity mats inside. Then they use the easy-grip magnets to fill in the blanks…and get hands-on practice 
with counting, matching numbers to quantities and sequencing! You get an activity tin, 15 mats and 
20 magnets. Tin measures 8 3/4" x 10 3/4".

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

$29.99

Peg Number Boards

TT625

As kids fit 9 pegs into the “9” board and 3 pegs into the “3” board, they get tons of hands-on counting 
practice—and learn to associate numbers and quantities. Our set includes 10 soft and quiet foam 
rubber boards and 60 giant, easy-grip plastic pegs. Each board measures 4" x 8".

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Small parts. Not for children under 3 years. 

$36.99

Number Sequencing Puzzles - 
Complete Set

LL565X

Our fun, themed puzzles help children build number skills piece by piece! Each set includes 3 adorable 
wooden puzzles—all with simple numbered pieces. Students arrange the color-coded pieces in order to 
build each vibrant picture…and get an engaging introduction to sequencing and early counting! 
Complete set includes all 3 puzzle sets shown. Puzzles measure 10"-30" in length. Each puzzle set also 
available separately.

$59.99
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It’s a Snap! Math Centers - 
Complete Set 

TT290X

What better way to introduce counting, patterning and simple addition than with our hands-on boards 
and clips that build early math skills—in a snap! Children simply grab a preprinted activity board, then 
attach the clips to match numbers to quantities, complete colorful patterns and more! Complete set 
includes all 3 centers shown, each with 20 durable plastic boards and 60-72 plastic clips. Boards 
measure 1 5/8" x 5 1/2". Each center also available separately.

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

$85.00

Unlock It! Number Match

LC127

Unlock the power of numbers! These corresponding keys and locks give children hands-on practice with 
number recognition, matching and counting from 1 to 20—while building motor skills! Children simply 
match the number on a key to the number word or stars on a lock. If the numbers match, the key will 
turn—and the lock will open for instant reinforcement! Set includes 20 locks and 20 matching keys; 
locks measure 3 1/4" tall.

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Small parts. Not for children under 3 years. 

$29.99

Count and Link

DD764

Give children a fun-filled way to practice counting and learn to visualize quantities…with cute, 
numbered elephants kids can’t resist! You get 20 double-sided chipboard elephants labeled with 
numbers 1-20…plus 250 plastic links in 4 bright colors. The links snap right onto each elephant’s 
trunk…kids just link them together to count out each number—for involving, hands-on math practice with 
plenty of visual reinforcement! Elephants measure 4" x 4 1/2".

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Small parts. Not for children under 3 years. 

$21.99

Lakeshore Counting Cones

DD561

Our hands-on cones make counting practice a real treat! Kids simply snap the first scoop onto a number 
cone…then easily nest additional scoops on top to match the numeral printed on the cone—for 
frustration-free exploration of numbers and quantities through 10! Set comes with 55 ice cream 
scoops—enough to complete all 10 cones at once. Plastic cones measure 2" tall. Develops skills in 
numbers & counting and one-to-one correspondence.

$29.99

Build-A-Number Houses

PP969

Our hands-on hardwood blocks make it easy for children to count and visualize quantities to 10! Each 
roof block features a numeral from 1 to 10 on one side and the corresponding number word on the 
other. Kids select a roof, find 2 base pieces with quantities of windows that add up to the target 
number…and place the roof right on top! You get a set of 42 blocks; roofs measure 3 1/2". Develops 
skills in identifying numbers, understanding numbers and quantities, and composing and decomposing 
numbers.

$39.99

Simple Addition  
Magnetic Activity Tin

TT364

Math skills really stick with our all-in-one magnetic math tin—where the lid becomes the activity board! 
Children just lift the magnetic lid off the sturdy storage tin, flip it over and place one of 15 different 
activity mats inside. Then they use the easy-grip magnets to fill in the blanks…and get hands-on practice 
with adding objects! You get an activity tin, 15 mats and 20 magnets. Tin measures 8 3/4" x 10 3/4".

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

$29.99
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Simple Addition  
Instant Learning Center

TT958

Kids reinforce counting and basic addition facts—with an instant activity center that makes independent 
practice a snap! Our ready-to-use center features step-by-step instructions that kids can easily follow on 
their own: Just set out the materials…then students count cute ladybugs to create and solve simple 
equations! The center has enough materials for up to 4 children to work at once, including a double-
sided instruction chart that gives everyone easy access to the activities…and simple picture instructions, 
so even nonreaders can participate. You get 4 mats with spinners, over 60 ladybugs, 44 answer cards, 
plus a reproducible write & wipe assessment card.

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Small parts. Not for children under 3 years. 

$34.99

Simple Subtraction  
Instant Learning Center

TT283

Kids get hands-on practice with subtraction—with an instant activity center that makes independent 
practice a snap! Our ready-to-use center features step-by-step instructions that kids can easily follow on 
their own: Just set out the materials…then students use activity mats and counters to subtract quantities 
and numbers! The center has enough materials for up to 4 children to work at once, including a double-
sided instruction chart that gives everyone easy access to the activities…and simple picture instructions, 
so even nonreaders can participate. You get 4 mats with flip number cards, 40 counters, an instruction 
chart, plus a reproducible write & wipe assessment card.

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Small parts. Not for children under 3 years. 

$34.99

Flip & Solve Math Boards - 
Complete Set

EE475X

Kids flip their way to math mastery! Each board has attached wooden tiles kids turn over to visualize 
and solve problems. Simply select a card, place it in the holder…then flip the tiles to add bananas, 
subtract acorns and more! The self-checking cards have answers on back. Each board comes with 
25 activity cards. Complete set includes all 3 boards shown, for a total of 75 activity cards. Boards 
measure 9" x 11". Each board also available separately. Develops skills in addition, subtraction and 
comparing numbers.

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Small parts. Not for children under 3 years. 

$69.99

Button Sorting Center

JJ779

Our bright, irresistible buttons feature a variety of different attributes for children to sort…giving kids 
focused, hands-on practice with concepts like big and small, geometric shape, counting and more! The 
ready-to-use center includes 120 plastic buttons and 15 different activity mats that give children lots of 
room to sort…kids just place the buttons onto each mat to sort by size, shape, color and number of 
holes. Mats measure 10" x 13"; with activity ideas.

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Small parts. Not for children under 3 years. 

$39.99

Shapes Magnetic Activity Tin

TT361

Math skills really stick with our all-in-one magnetic math tin—where the lid becomes the activity board! 
Children just lift the magnetic lid off the sturdy storage tin, flip it over and place one of 15 different 
activity mats inside. Then they use the easy-grip magnets to fill in the blanks…and get hands-on practice 
identifying shapes and attributes, matching shapes to real-life objects and more. You get an activity tin, 
15 mats and 12 magnets. Tin measures 8 3/4" x 10 3/4".

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Small parts. Not for children under 3 years. 

$29.99

Geoboard Design Center

LL459

Give children hands-on geometry practice—at just the right level! Kids simply place an illustrated activity 
mat on a 9" pegboard…then use rubber bands to build the shapes on the mat! You get 20 different 
mats that progress in difficulty, so children can build everything from squares and octagons to 
spaceships and animals! Set includes 4 plastic pegboards and over 90 rubber bands, plus a guide.

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

$29.99
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Magnetic Pattern Block Builders

EE329

With magnets built right into the edges, our easy-connect pattern blocks encourage hours of creative 
building fun! These colorful, translucent blocks come in a variety of fascinating shapes children love to 
mix and match. Powerful magnetic edges help the blocks stick together from many sides and angles, 
making it easy for kids to build up and out. Best of all, as children explore and create, they get a hands-
on introduction to geometry! You get a set of 46 durable plastic blocks in 6 shapes and 6 colors. 
Hexagon measures 3 1/2" wide. Develops skills in patterning, spatial reasoning, describing and 
naming shapes, and composing and modeling shapes.

$49.99

Jumbo Translucent Pattern Blocks 

LL148

Our translucent pattern blocks help children explore early geometry concepts—on a jumbo scale! Kids 
just place the see-through blocks on a light table or other flat surface to practice patterning, shape 
recognition and more! Plus, the blocks feature thick borders for added durability…and their extra-large 
size makes them super-easy for little hands to work with! Set includes 50 blocks in 6 shapes and colors; 
hexagon measures 5 1/8". Develops skills in spatial reasoning, describing and naming shapes, 
composing and modeling shapes, and sorting and patterning.

$29.99

Plastic Pattern Blocks

DA910

Children use our versatile blocks for patterning, counting, problem solving…even exploring early 
geometry concepts! You get 250 plastic blocks in 6 shapes and 6 colors—all in a handy storage tub. 
Hexagon measures approximately 2".

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Small parts. Not for children under 3 years. 

$21.99

Pattern Blocks Design Cards

TH4530

Little ones explore patterns, properties of shapes, symmetry and more! Designed for use with our pattern 
blocks (sold separately), the 20 laminated cards gradually progress in difficulty, helping children build 
skills at just the right level. Cards measure 8 1/2" x 11".

$14.99

Magnetic Shape Sorting Rods

TT609

Magnetic rods give kids tons of practice with shape sorting! Each durable wooden rod is magnetic and 
has a shape at the top. Kids simply place the magnets—each showing a real-world object—right on 
each rod to match the shape on top! The set comes with 8 rods and 40 magnets; largest rod measures 
10" in length. Develops skills in recognizing and identifying shapes, sorting by attribute and matching 
shapes.

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Small parts. Not for children under 3 years. 

$32.99

Magnetic Size Sorting Rods

TT608

Magnetic rods give kids tons of practice with size discrimination! Each durable wooden rod is magnetic 
and has a small, medium or large bug at the top. Kids simply sort the bug magnets by size to match the 
bug at the top of each rod! The set comes with 9 rods and 45 magnets; largest rod measures 
10 5/8" in length. Develops skills in sorting by size, sorting by attribute and comparing sizes.

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Small parts. Not for children under 3 years. 

$32.99
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Measurement  
Magnetic Activity Tin

TT362

Math skills really stick with our all-in-one magnetic math tin—where the lid becomes the activity board! 
Children just lift the magnetic lid off the sturdy storage tin, flip it over and place one of 15 different 
activity mats inside. Then they use the easy-grip magnets to fill in the blanks…and get hands-on practice 
with measuring objects and using nonstandard measurement! You get an activity tin, 15 mats and 
25 magnets. Tin measures 8 3/4" x 10 3/4".

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Small parts. Not for children under 3 years. 

$29.99

How Much Does It Weigh? 
Measurement Center

LL407

Students get an instant, visual grasp of measurement concepts like heavy, light, balance and more…as 
they conduct simple investigations with our hands-on center! You get 24 activity cards with illustrated 
instructions that are just right for beginners…plus a balance scale to compare and contrast 
40 manipulatives! Scale measures 12 3/4"; with a 9" wooden card stand.

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Small parts. Not for children under 3 years. 

$49.99

How Much Does It Hold? 
Measurement Center

LL418

Students get an instant, visual grasp of measurement concepts like capacity and volume…as they 
conduct simple investigations with our hands-on center! You get 24 activity cards with illustrated 
instructions that are just right for beginners…plus 11 tools for pouring and filling—from measuring cups 
to a bucket! Tub measures 13 1/2" in length; with a 9" wooden card stand.

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Small parts. Not for children under 3 years. 

$39.99

How Long Is It?  
Measurement Center

LL443

Students get an instant, visual grasp of measurement concepts like length and width…as they conduct 
simple investigations with our hands-on center! You get 24 activity cards with illustrated instructions that 
are just right for beginners, plus 130 manipulatives to measure and compare! Feet measure 12" in 
length; with a 9" wooden card stand.

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Small parts. Not for children under 3 years. 

$39.99

Jumbo Soft Dice

GS304

Our chunky dice are ideal for all kinds of early math activities! Jumbo dice feature kid-safe, rounded 
corners—and a soft foam design that makes them a cinch to grasp and toss during hands-on math 
activities, group games, movement activities and more. You get 6 dice in 6 bright colors; dice  
measure 3".

$19.99

Scientific Thinking and Technology - Exploring, Scientific Inquiry and Discovery    

Easy-View Classroom Aquarium

EA211

This low-maintenance, classroom-safe aquarium comes with everything you need—just add water and 
fish! Our giant aquarium has a spherical design that gives kids a crystal-clear view from every angle…
and the curved sides even magnify fish for up-close observation. Plus, it comes complete with a filter, a 
water pump, a low-voltage light, water conditioner and ceramic gravel! The 8-gallon tank is made of 
safe acrylic and measures 16" in diameter. Plastic plants sold separately.

$159.00
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Living Things  
Magnetic Activity Tins -  

Complete Set

PP540X

Fascinating science concepts come to life with our all-in-one activity tins…where the lid becomes the 
work space! Simply place an activity mat on the inside of the magnetic lid and use the corresponding 
magnets to discover the life cycles of plants, compare insects and spiders, sort animals by their 
features…and more. Each activity tin includes 8 activity mats, 30 magnetic manipulatives and an 
activity guide…plus an answer card for instant reinforcement. Complete set includes all 3 activity tins 
shown, for a total of 24 activity mats and 90 manipulatives. Each tin also available separately. Topics 
include plant and animal life cycles, insect and spider anatomy, animal habitats and parts of a plant.

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Small parts. Not for children under 3 years. 

$85.00

Science Viewers - Set of 5

LL600X

An up-close look at the wonders of nature! Our kid-sized viewers come packed with amazingly lifelike 
photos and are super-easy for little ones to use: Children just slide a disk in…then pull the lever to switch 
from one fascinating photo to the next! Each set comes with a rugged plastic viewer and 35 photos on 
5 disks. Complete set includes all five sets shown, for a total of 175 photos. Viewer measures 4 1/2". 
Each set also available separately.

$89.99

Life Science Picture Puzzles

FF368

As children piece together our fascinating puzzles, they get hands-on experience with life science! The 
10 self-correcting hardwood puzzles open kids up to the world of life cycles, plant and animal parts, 
and diverse habitats around the globe. Each puzzle includes 4-8 easy-grip pieces and measures 
7 1/2" x 10". Topics include spiders, insects (ants and butterflies), life cycles, parts of a flower and 
habitats (desert, grassland, forest and ocean).

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Small parts. Not for children under 3 years. 

$79.99

Pull & Reveal  
Animal Skeleton Cards

HH618

Our fascinating cards give children an inside look at the skeletal systems of the animal kingdom! Kids 
simply select a card to study an illustrated skeleton…then pull the tab to reveal a full-color photograph of 
the animal it belongs to—with the skeleton visible right on top. Set includes 20 cards color-coded into 
4 categories—farm animals, wild animals, pets and ocean life—plus a guide. Cards measure 
4 3/4" x 7 1/2". Develops skills in identifying characteristics of animals and exploring animal skeletal 
systems.

$39.99

Animals Instant Learning Center

DD978

Students learn all about animals—with a hands-on learning center that comes ready to use! Our instant 
center has everything children need to build skills independently: Just set out the materials and introduce 
the activity…then kids learn all about animal attributes as they put together hands-on puzzles! The 
center has enough materials for up to 4 children to work at once, including a double-sided instruction 
chart that gives everyone easy access to the activities…and simple picture instructions, so even 
nonreaders can participate. Center includes twelve 5-piece puzzles in 4 storage pouches, plus a 
write & wipe assessment card to track children’s progress.

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Small parts. Not for children under 3 years. 

$34.99

Building Brick 
STEM Challenge Kit -  

Pre K-Gr. 1

TT758

Give kids a fun new way to develop their STEM skills—with building bricks! From constructing a bridge 
for a car to cross to creating a marble maze, kids will love taking on each exciting challenge as they 
explore physical science concepts. Kit includes 253 building pieces, 4 marbles and 10 double-sided 
challenge cards. Longest building piece measures 5 7/8" x 10 5/8". Develops skills in physical 
science and engineering.

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Item contains small parts and a marble. Not for children under  
3 years.

$39.99
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Where Do I Live? Animal Match

TT494

Give children a glimpse of animals in their natural habitats—from the desert to the forest! Our 16-piece 
match-up set includes 8 wooden habitat trays and 8 wooden frames with a realistic picture of an animal 
printed on clear plastic. Kids simply place the animal frames into their correct “homes” to complete 
each scene! Trays measure 6" x 6". Develops skills in identifying animals and their habitats.

$39.99

Can Do! Science Discovery Kits - 
Complete Set

HH225X

Our ready-to-use kits invite children to discover color, light, magnetism and more! Each kit comes with 
6 photo activity cards that let students conduct experiments on their own…plus everything you need for 
each activity—from ramps and balls to shakers and bells. Complete set includes all 6 kits shown. Each 
kit also available separately.

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Item contains small parts, small ball and a marble. Not for 
children under 3 years. 

$149.00

Plants Instant Learning Center

TT696

Children explore the parts of a plant—with a hands-on learning center that comes ready to use! Our 
instant center has everything children need to build skills independently: Just set out the materials and 
introduce the activity…then kids use fun rubber stamps and labeled plant diagrams to create their own 
plant pictures piece by piece! The center has enough materials for up to 4 children to work at once, 
including a double-sided instruction chart that gives everyone easy access to the activities…and simple 
picture instructions, so even nonreaders can participate. Center includes 4 plant diagram cards, 
16 rubber stamps, 4 washable ink pads, plus a write & wipe assessment card to track children’s 
progress.

$34.99

Touch & Feel Mystery Capsules

HH509

From a fuzzy bear to a straw hat, kids have a blast identifying the objects hidden in our 8 mystery 
capsules! The high-quality plastic capsules have a material swatch permanently encased on both ends. 
Children feel the textures and twist to reveal a photo of the object the material represents. Each capsule 
measures 3 1/2". Develops skills in exploring textures, making comparisons and learning through 
touch.

$29.99

What’s the Sound?  
Mystery Capsules

HH506

Students explore their sense of hearing with our peekaboo capsules! Kids just give one of the durable 
plastic capsules a shake, guess what’s making the sound, then twist the capsule and look through a safe 
acrylic window to reveal the mystery objects hidden inside! Set of 8 capsules; each measures 3 1/2". 
Develops skills in exploring sounds, comparing sounds, and making connections between objects and 
their sounds.

$29.99

Lakeshore Motion  
Discovery Tubes

AA531

Our clear-view tubes are a fascinating way for kids to get hands-on experience with friction, flow and 
speed! Each tube is designed to showcase a different aspect of motion—children simply flip the tubes 
and watch as the angle of a track determines the speed of the balls, the size of a funnel controls flow…
and the smoothness of the track controls how fast or slow the balls move! You get a set of 3 permanently 
sealed tubes; each measures 13 1/2".

$39.99
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Lakeshore Magnifier Center

TT549

Our heavy-duty magnifiers are designed just for children! They feature thick, quality lenses that magnify 
without distorting…and sturdy plastic frames with chunky handles that students can really get a grip on. 
Plus, the 6 magnifiers come in a hardwood center, so they are always within reach. Each magnifier 
measures 8".

$79.99

Science Discovery Chest

DD128

Students explore everything from light and color to magnetism, weather, plant life and more…with a 
fully loaded science chest that couldn’t be easier to use! It has 4 drawers packed with hands-on 
supplies—from eyedroppers and measuring cups to magnets, magnifiers, thermometers and much more. 
Best of all, you get 60 activity cards color-coded to each drawer, so you can easily find the materials for 
each experiment. Students just follow the step-by-step instructions to explore physical science, earth and 
space science, and life science—hands on! Sturdy chipboard chest measures 
21 1/2"l x 13"w x 9 3/4"h.

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Item contains small parts, small balls and a marble. Not for 
children under 3 years. 

$249.00

Earth & Environment Theme Box

FF941

Children learn all about Earth and its environment…with comprehensive, hands-on lessons that span the 
curriculum! From wood samples and rock specimens to recycling bins and sorting cards, our theme box 
is packed with materials that help children explore the natural world—and learn how to protect it. Plus, 
you get a guide with tons of involving activities that cover 10 curriculum areas—from math to dramatic 
play. Materials come in a plastic tub.

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Small parts. Not for children under 3 years. 

$69.99

Earth & Environment  
Theme Book Library

RE996

The perfect complement to our Earth & Environment Theme Box (sold separately), this terrific library has 
5 super-engaging paperback books specially selected to strengthen children’s understanding of the 
natural world…and the importance of protecting it! The enlightening and entertaining books are filled 
with delightful illustrations and simple text that help children explore a variety of concepts—from an 
appreciation of natural resources to the need for recycling.

$37.50

Weather & Seasons  
Instant Learning Center

TT697

Students learn all about weather and seasons—with a hands-on learning center that comes ready to 
use! Our instant center has everything children need to build skills independently: Just set out the 
materials and introduce the activity…then kids use colorful, compartmentalized trays to sort picture 
pieces by season! The center has enough materials for up to 4 children to work at once, including a 
double-sided instruction chart that gives everyone easy access to the activities…and simple picture 
instructions, so even nonreaders can participate. Center includes 4 sorting trays, 64 picture pieces, plus 
a write & wipe assessment card to track children’s progress.

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Small parts. Not for children under 3 years. 

$34.99
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Social Studies Thinking - Connecting to Communities    

Lakeshore Career Costume Set

LC890X

Realistic, easy-on costumes—designed to fit a wide range of sizes! Our school-quality outfits feature 
simple, slip-on designs and adjustable hook & loop closures that make dress-up a breeze…and fit 
children ages 3 to 6 years. Complete set includes all 10 costumes shown. Each costume also available 
separately.

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Small parts. Not for children under 3 years. 

$379.00

Pretend & Play Market

LA266

Bring the corner grocery store right into the classroom…with a realistic market sized just for kids! Our 
sturdy hardwood market has angled shelving in front—great for displaying fresh produce in our Let’s 
Go Shopping Grocery Baskets (sold separately)...a chalkboard sign for writing daily specials…and 
spacious shelves underneath for cans, cartons and jars. A roomy countertop offers lots of space for kids 
to bag groceries and make sales…and there’s even storage in back for easy restocking! Some assembly 
required. Accessories not included. Unit measures 35"w x 17 1/2"d x 52"h.

$399.00

Real-Working Cash Register

PP723

Kids can ring up the fun with our real-working cash register! The built-in calculator and digital display let 
kids add, subtract, multiply and divide as they ring up pretend purchases. The cash drawer even pops 
open so children can figure out the correct change! The cash register has a large, solar-powered digital 
display; includes a “credit card” and play money. Cash register measures 10 1/2". Develops skills in 
measurement and data, money, addition, subtraction, multiplication and division.

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Small parts. Not for children under 3 years. 

$36.99

Children of the World Poster Pack

PP936

Our beautifully photographed posters of children around the world make it easy to discuss the 
importance of cultural diversity! The 20 striking portraits include children from Ecuador to Indonesia. 
Plus, the poster pack comes with an activity-filled teacher’s guide. Each poster measures 11" x 16".

$29.99

Children of the World Book Set

AA937

Students learn about the everyday lives of children around the globe—and find out that the world is a 
big, wonderful place to discover! The 12 paperback books take children to diverse places all over the 
world—from India to Jamaica—as they explore landforms, animals, food, music and so much more! 
Each book is 24 pages.

$89.99

Families Theme Box

FF965

Children learn all about different types of families…with comprehensive, hands-on lessons that span the 
curriculum! From a beanbag family to puzzles and photo cards, our theme box is packed with materials 
that help kids discover the importance of families. Plus, you get a guide with tons of involving activities 
that cover 10 curriculum areas—from math to dramatic play. Materials come in a plastic tub.

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Small parts. Not for children under 3 years. 

$69.99
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Families Theme Book Library

RE979

The perfect complement to our Families Theme Box (sold separately), this terrific library has 5 super-
engaging paperback books specially selected to strengthen children’s understanding of family 
relationships! The library contains both fiction and nonfiction titles…and the delightful illustrations and 
simple text help children explore a variety of concepts—from bonding with grandparents to accepting a 
new baby into the family.

$40.50

Preschool Picture Globe

GC108

Our 10" beginner’s globe features colorful, easy-to-understand picture icons showing landmarks, people 
and more…so even pre-readers can explore early geography concepts! $49.99

Cultures of the World Theme Box

FF942

Children learn all about different cultures…with comprehensive, hands-on lessons that span the 
curriculum! From play food and musical instruments to photo cards, a globe and more, our theme box is 
packed with materials that help children explore different cultures—and learn about the fascinating lives 
of people all over the world. Plus, you get a guide with tons of involving activities that cover 
10 curriculum areas—from math to dramatic play. Materials come in a plastic tub.

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Small parts. Not for children under 3 years. 

$69.99

Cultures of the World  
Theme Book Library

RE995

The perfect complement to our Cultures of the World Theme Box (sold separately), this terrific library has 
5 super-engaging paperback books specially selected to strengthen children’s understanding of different 
cultures! Delightful illustrations, photos and simple text help children explore the fascinating lives of 
people all over the world—from the different ways people eat to how kids travel to school and more.

$38.50

Washable Dolls from 
Around the World - Complete Set

LC430X

With unique embroidered features and beautiful, authentic costumes, our dolls help children explore 
cultures from all over the world! Each soft-sewn doll has a permanently attached outfit and is fully 
machine-washable…and super-cuddly! Complete set includes all 6 dolls shown; each measures 12" tall. 
Each doll also available separately.

$139.00

Lakeshore Multicultural  
Clothing Set

LC355X

From a Mexican falda and blusa to a Japanese happi coat, our authentic costumes let children 
experience clothing from cultures around the world! The costumes are a cinch for children to put on and 
take off…and they’re machine-washable for super-easy care. Costumes fit ages 3 to 6. Complete set 
includes all 6 costumes shown. Each costume also available separately.

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Small parts. Not for children under 3 years. 

$229.00
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Celebrating Holidays Book Set

DS513

Introduce kids to diverse holidays and traditions—with a collection of books featuring simple text, fun 
illustrations and activity ideas! Set includes the 10 paperback books shown; each is 16 pages. $39.50

Community & Careers Theme Box

FF947

Children learn all about community and careers…with comprehensive, hands-on lessons that span the 
curriculum! From a community map and building pieces to a listening lotto game, our theme box is 
packed with materials that invite children to explore their community—and learn about the people who 
help us every day. Plus, you get a guide with tons of involving activities that cover 10 curriculum 
areas—from math to dramatic play. Materials come in a plastic tub.

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Small parts. Not for children under 3 years. 

$69.99

Community & Careers  
Theme Book Library

RE988

The perfect complement to our Community & Careers Theme Box (sold separately), this terrific library 
has 5 super-engaging paperback books specially selected to strengthen children’s understanding of 
their own community—and the people who help us every day! Delightful illustrations and simple text 
help children explore a variety of careers, from firefighters to road builders…and get kids thinking 
about all the things they can do when they grow up.

$34.50

Our Community Washable Dolls - 
Complete Set

LC275X

Children discover the important work people do in their community with our squeezably soft dolls! 
Featuring authentic embroidered details on permanently attached, easy-to-recognize uniforms, the multi-
ethnic, machine-washable dolls are carefully crafted to withstand endless hours of play. Set includes all 
6 soft-sewn dolls shown; each measures 12" tall. Each doll also available separately.

$139.00

Community Workers Book Set

PP169

Our paperback book set introduces children to community workers through simple text and lots of 
photos! The 8 books cover a variety of jobs and careers; each book is 24 pages. $64.99

News & Rules Poster Pack

KT2907

Our classroom charts are perfect for strengthening children’s oral language skills and engaging children 
in creating class rules! You get a wet-erase news chart with an insert card, plus a wet-erase class rules 
chart with 5 photo cards. We’ve even included a pretend microphone for sharing class news and rules! 
News chart measures 22" x 28".

$39.99
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Creative Thinking and Expression - Communicating Through the Arts    

Instruments from  
Around the World Collection

RE100X

Add rhythm and music to your classroom…with easy-to-play instruments from around the globe! Our 
diverse collection includes the 10 lively instruments shown—from beautifully woven Ghanaian rattles 
and rhythmic Peruvian maracas to a frog-shaped Asian rasp. The instruments are sized just for little 
hands…and each is made of authentic, classroom-tough materials. Gong measures 10" tall. Each 
instrument also available separately.

$139.00

30-Player Rhythm Set

LC1430

Our instrument set is specially coordinated to offer the widest possible range of sound and rhythm 
experiences for up to 30 players! This set contains instruments carefully selected to ensure superior 
quality and tone at a reasonable price, and includes 2 each of tambourines, wrist & ankle bells and 
triangles; 2 pairs of sand blocks, finger cymbals and maracas; 1 each of tom-tom, bongo drum, jingle 
clog, castanets, Chino tone block, guiro tone block, tick-tock block, hand bell and cluster bells; 1 pair of 
claves; 2 pairs of cymbals; and 5 pairs of rhythm sticks. Set comes in a handy plastic storage box with 
a lid.

$199.00

Outdoor Drum Center 

LC495

Bring the magic of music outside with our nature-inspired drum center! Designed to look like real logs, 
the 4 drums each produce a different tone—children just use the 4 leaf-shaped mallets to bang out 
beats, rhythms and tunes! Perfect for 4 kids to play at once, the all-weather plastic drum center is 
freestanding and features adjustable levelers and a holder for each mallet. Assembly required. Center 
measures 45"w x 23"d x 28 1/4"h.

$499.00

Shake & Move Ribbon Bells -  
Set of 6

HH710

Little ones get moving and grooving—as they shake, wave and twirl our fun ribbon bells! Each one has 
an easy-grip wooden handle with 3 permanently attached bells…plus long, 19" ribbons in a rainbow 
of colors. Set includes 6 bells; handles measure 7".

$29.99

Activity Scarves

TT681

Get children moving! Our bright nylon scarves are lots of fun to wave, toss, twirl and more—perfect for 
music and movement activities and fun at home! Set includes 12 scarves. $16.99

Musical Scarves Activity CD

WC843

Collection features 14 fun songs specially selected for use with our Activity Scarves! CD comes with 
lyrics and activity instructions. $15.99
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Best of Greg & Steve CD Library

YH10DX

Our collection features lively songs and movement activities that build coordination, muscle control, 
balance and more! Library includes all 5 CDs shown, for a total of 65 songs in all. Each CD also 
available separately.

$78.99

Multicultural CD Library 

EB875X

Celebrate diversity with a rich variety of multicultural music children are sure to love! This incredible 
library features lively dances, beautiful rhythms and fun-to-sing songs—all made to teach tolerance and 
respect for others. Library includes all 5 CDs shown, for a total of 87 songs. Each CD also available 
separately.

$76.99

Lakeshore Wrist Ribbons -  
Set of 12

DD127

Our stretchy satin ribbons slide right onto children’s wrists—keeping their hands free to dance, wave, 
clap and more! The 12 ribbons include 2 each of 6 bright colors; the machine-washable ribbons 
measure 15 1/2" in length.

$24.99

Pretend & Play Mud Oven 

LC883

Kids cook up all kinds of fun—with our rustic outdoor mud oven! The easy-clean, weather-resistant 
plastic unit features 2 roomy shelves, 5 leaf-shaped knobs that click as they turn, 4 pretend burners on 
the stove and more. Accessories sold separately. Unit measures 23 1/2"w x 25 1/2"d x 31"h. Comes 
assembled.

$499.00

Mud Oven Playset 

LC884

Perfect for use with our Pretend & Play Mud Oven, our sturdy stainless steel set includes 2 pie plates,  
2 pots, a cookie sheet and a ladle—all perfectly sized for little hands. Cookie sheet measures  
9 3/4" x 13 1/2".

$39.99

Pretend & Play Combo Kitchen

DD516

Our incredible kitchen center gives kids maximum play value…in a minimum of space! The sturdy 
hardwood kitchen features lots of realistic details, like movable knobs, working doors, pretend 
burners…even see-inside doors on the oven and microwave. Plus, you get a built-in hutch and tons of 
roomy storage space—so play dishes and food are always right within reach! The center features 
magnetic door closures, plus a safety hinge on the oven. Comes assembled. Play dishes and food sold 
separately. Unit measures 50"w x 16"d x 44"h.

$729.00
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Indestructible Kitchen Playset

LDA179

Our kid-sized cups, plates and utensils are made of super-safe, unbreakable plastic—so they’re tough 
enough for years of pretend meals! Huge, high-quality set includes 12 complete place settings, plus a 
molded plastic rack that lets kids wash and dry their dishes…and easily store the whole set when 
playtime is over! The 60-piece dish set and rack come stored in a vinyl tote. Rack measures 
11 1/4" x 15". All dishwasher-safe.

$69.99

Best-Buy Play Food Assortment

LM365

From pizza complete with toppings to nutritious sandwich fixings, our huge assortment of play food is a 
feast for the imagination! We’ve included lots of deliciously realistic play food for breakfast, lunch, 
dinner…even snacks and desserts! The 100 plastic pieces come in a tub. Each taco measures 4 1/4" in 
length.

$49.99

Best-Buy Multicultural  
Play Food Assortment

LM366

Here’s a great way to introduce children to cultures from around the world! Our giant play food set 
includes 100 rugged plastic pieces representing cuisine from Japan, Italy, China and Mexico—from 
sushi rolls and Italian sausage to steamed dumplings and tortilla chips. Set comes in a storage tub with 
an illustrated guide identifying each type of food. Pizza measures 6 1/2".

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Small parts. Not for children under 3 years. 

$49.99

Lakeshore Giant Treehouse

HH817

Our irresistible play treehouse has all the charm of the real thing! Scaled to our Treehouse Furniture Set 
and Lakeshore Pose & Play Families, the 3-story hardwood house features 6 spacious rooms that are 
accessible from front and back. Plus, the treehouse is packed with delightful details that turn every day 
into an outdoor adventure—from fun rope ladders to a built-in slide! Treehouse furniture and poseable 
families sold separately. Treehouse measures 23 1/2"w x 16"d x 22 1/2"h. Comes assembled.

$199.00

Treehouse Furniture Set

HH806

Adorably detailed furniture—for every room in the treehouse! Sized to fit the Lakeshore Giant Treehouse 
and Lakeshore Pose & Play Families (both sold separately), our wooden set features everything from 
chairs with leaf-shaped backrests and lamps with “mushroom” shades to a coffee table with fun tree 
rings! You get a total of 46 pieces; sofa measures 5".

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Small parts. Not for children under 3 years. 

$139.00

Lakeshore Pose & Play Families - 
Complete Set

DD965X

These adorable multi-ethnic dolls are made from flexible plastic—so they’re fully poseable! Featuring 
bendable arms and legs, the dolls are easy to stand up  and pose. Each family includes 5 easy-clean 
dolls that are perfect for use in our dollhouses. Complete set includes all 4 families shown, for a total of 
20 dolls. Fathers measure 4 3/4" tall. Each family also available separately.

$95.00
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Adventure Dress-Up Trunk

PP478

Add adventure to pretend play with realistic costumes fit for excitement and discovery! Our dress-up set 
invites children to role-play 3 different characters—an aviator, an outback explorer and an 
archaeologist—or mix and match to create countless looks. Plus, the costumes are designed with hook & 
loop closures, so they’re a cinch to put on and take off. You get 16 dress-up pieces, including a jacket, 
a vest, hats and accessories—all in a 17 1/2"l x 14"w x 13 1/8"h plastic storage trunk. Costumes fit 
ages 3 to 5.

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

$189.00

Lakeshore Barn

RR212

Visit a country farm…without leaving the classroom! Sized perfectly for our Classic Farm Animal 
Collection (sold separately), our giant wooden barn features gates that really swing open, roomy corrals 
for horses and cows…even a spacious loft. Plus, the barn is completely open in back—giving children 
plenty of room to reach in and play. Barn measures 16"w x 8"d x 13 3/4"h.

$99.50

Classic Farm Animal Collection

RR250

Here are all the realistic animals children need to set up their own farm! Heavy-duty vinyl animals 
include favorites like cows, pigs, horses and sheep. Set includes 19 animal figures in all, plus a guide. 
Largest cow measures 5 1/2".

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Small parts. Not for children under 3 years. 

$49.99

Let’s Talk! Kid Puppets -  
Complete Set

RR650X

Super-soft and super-easy for kids to handle, our Let’s Talk! Kid Puppets make puppet play twice as fun! 
All 8 of these multi-ethnic puppets feature real-working mouths to encourage self-expression and build 
language skills. Plus, the puppets feature permanently stitched accessories like a hat, hair ribbons and 
buttons! Complete set includes all 8 machine-washable puppets shown. Puppets are made of polyester; 
each measures 11 1/2" tall. Each puppet also available separately.

$129.00

Classroom Collage Box

PP274

Everything an entire class of eager young artists needs for exciting, no-fail collages! Colossal assortment 
of textures, shapes and colors can be glued into all kinds of creations. You get all the supplies listed 
below.
• 6 jars of glitter 
• 60 feet of art yarn 
• 400 foam shapes 
• 400 foam beads 
• 300 assorted pom-poms 
• 100 colored pipe stems 

• 50 sparkly pipe stems 
• 300 wiggly eyes 
• 30 collage boards 
• 1/2 lb. collage gems 
• 1 lb. collage beads 
• 1/2 lb. assorted buttons 

• 1/4 lb. spangles & sequins 
• 2 oz. crinkle strips 
• 1/2 oz. colored feathers 
• 10 yards of lacing cord 
• 100 jumbo colored craft sticks  

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Small parts. Not for children under 3 years. 

$79.99

People Shapes™ Project Kit

LC170

With our ready-to-use craft kit, kids can create self-portraits, favorite storybook characters and more! 
You get 24 chipboard People Shapes in 12 People Colors®, plus cute felt outfits, craft hair, wiggly eyes, 
spangles, sequins, glue, craft sticks and more. People Shapes each measure 8" tall.

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Small parts. Not for children under 3 years. 

$29.99
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Lakeshore Fully Washable  
Liquid Tempera Paint - Pint -  

Set of 10 Colors

PX2020

No more stained, ruined clothes…these brilliant paints are completely washable from skin and clothing! 
Our washable tempera paint comes ready to use in 1-pint bottles. Allergen Information: Does not 
contain dairy/casein, egg, gelatin, gluten, latex, nuts, soy or wheat.

$34.50

Natural-Bristle Paintbrushes -  
Set of 10

LC220

These rugged, easy-grip brushes were made just for beginners…and feature plastic handles and natural 
bristles. They’re even color-coordinated to our No-Spill Paint Cups. Set includes 10 brushes in 10 colors; 
each measures 7 1/4" in length.

$9.99

Lakeshore Storytelling Kits - Set 2

LA960X

Create more hours of storytime fun—with our second set of storytelling kits! You get tons of adorable 
cloth characters and props that stick to our Storytelling Board with Magnetic Backing or other 
hook & loop-receptive surfaces. You get all 6 kits shown (hardcover books not included), for a total of 
80 pieces. Each kit also available separately.

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Small parts. Not for children under 3 years. 

$199.00

Storytelling Board with  
Magnetic Backing

LA990

Turn any magnetic surface into a place for storytime—with a handy storytelling board! Ideal for use 
with our Storytelling Kits (sold separately), the board has a hook & loop-receptive surface that props 
easily adhere to! Simply place the board on your easel, whiteboard or other magnetic display space 
and attach props to act out stories. When you’re through, just remove and store the board for later use. 
Board measures 15" x 20". 

$29.99

The Three Little Pigs  
Storytelling Puppet Set

GG167

Our soft plush puppets encourage children to retell the classic story of The Three Little Pigs—developing 
oral language skills while they play! Our adorable puppets have big working mouths and movable 
arms—with cute, stitched-on details and rugged, machine-washable construction. Set includes 
4 puppets; each measures approximately 11"-12" tall. Book sold separately.

$49.99

The Three Little Pigs  
Hardcover Book

BB292

Little ones will love reading—and retelling—this classic children’s story again and again! Written 
by popular author Paul Galdone, this new version of an all-time favorite story features lots of rhyme, 
repetition and cute illustrations that children can’t resist. Hardcover book is 40 pages.

$16.99
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From Caterpillar to Butterfly  
Big Book Activity Kit

HH658

A classic big book, cute storytelling props and engaging activities—everything you need for lively 
literature-based learning! Our ready-to-use kit features a big book version of From Caterpillar to 
Butterfly, plus caterpillar and butterfly puppets to retell the story. We’ve even included 10 activity cards 
that extend the fun of the book, plus a guide filled with cross-curricular activity ideas—all in a plastic 
bag with handles for easy hanging.

$64.99

Mouse Paint Big Book Activity Kit

HH651

A classic big book, cute storytelling props and engaging activities—everything you need for lively 
literature-based learning! Our ready-to-use kit features a big book version of Mouse Paint and 7 vinyl 
props to retell the story. We’ve even included 10 activity cards that extend the fun of the book, plus a 
guide filled with cross-curricular activity ideas—all in a plastic bag with handles for easy hanging.

$64.99

The Cow That Went Oink  
Big Book Activity Kit

HH656

A classic big book, cute storytelling props and engaging activities—everything you need for lively 
literature-based learning! Our ready-to-use kit features a big book version of The Cow That Went Oink 
and 7 vinyl farm animals to retell the story. We’ve even included 10 animal sounds activity cards that 
extend the fun of the book, plus a guide filled with cross-curricular activity ideas—all in a plastic bag 
with handles for easy hanging.

$64.99

Health, Wellness and Physical Development - Learning About My Body    

Let’s Go Shopping  
Food Baskets - Complete Set

RR900X

Broccoli, apples, bread and eggs—our easy-tote baskets are brimming with life-size groceries from 
every food group! Our 4 big baskets come packed with durable plastic food pieces—perfect for 
adding a realistic touch to play kitchens and stores…or for introducing nutrition concepts. Complete set 
includes all 4 plastic baskets and 65 food pieces shown; baskets measure 11"l x 8 1/2"w x 5"h. Each 
basket also available separately.

$115.00

Nutrition Instant Learning Center

DD975

Students learn all about good nutrition—with a hands-on learning center that comes ready to use! Our 
instant center has everything children need to build skills independently: Just set out the materials and 
introduce the activity…then kids learn all about healthy eating as they sort food pieces onto MyPlate 
sorting mats! The center has enough materials for up to 4 children to work at once, including a double-
sided instruction chart that gives everyone easy access to the activities…and simple picture instructions, 
so even nonreaders can participate. Center includes 4 MyPlate sorting mats, 20 chipboard food pieces, 
a food group spinner, plus a write & wipe assessment card to track children’s progress.

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Small parts. Not for children under 3 years. 

$34.99

Food & Nutrition Theme Box

FF968

Children learn all about fruits, vegetables, grains and more…with comprehensive, hands-on lessons that 
span the curriculum! From realistic food props and shopping lists to fun food puzzles, our theme box is 
packed with materials that help kids discover healthy foods. Plus, you get a guide with tons of involving 
activities that cover 10 curriculum areas—from math to dramatic play. Materials come in a plastic tub.

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Item contains small parts and small ball. Not for children under  
3 years. 

$69.99
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Food & Nutrition  
Theme Book Library

RE974

The perfect complement to our Food & Nutrition Theme Box (sold separately), this terrific library has 
5 super-engaging paperback books specially selected to strengthen children’s understanding of healthy 
eating! The library contains both fiction and nonfiction titles…and the delightful illustrations and simple 
text show children the importance of a balanced diet and good nutrition.

$42.50

Health & Safety Theme Box

FF948

Children learn how to stay safe and develop healthy habits…with comprehensive, hands-on lessons that 
span the curriculum! From a stethoscope and safety signs to play food and a sorting center, our theme 
box is packed with materials that help kids explore health and safety in depth. Plus, you get a guide 
with tons of involving activities that cover 10 curriculum areas—from math to dramatic play. Materials 
come in a plastic tub.

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Small parts. Not for children under 3 years. 

$69.99

Health & Safety  
Theme Book Library

RE987

The perfect complement to our Health & Safety Theme Box (sold separately), this terrific library has 
5 super-engaging paperback books specially selected to help kids learn how to stay safe and develop 
healthy habits! Delightful illustrations and simple text lead children through visits to the doctor and the 
dentist, explain the importance of washing your hands and more.

$40.50

My Body Magnetic Activity Board

LA547

Our all-in-one board is the perfect way to introduce key parts of the human body! After kids study the 
diagrams to learn about major bones and organs, they place the matching chunky foam magnets on the 
board to practice one-to-one correspondence. All 16 magnets even fit at the bottom of the sturdy board, 
making it easy to start over and use again! Board includes an activity guide and measures 
13" x 17 1/2". Develops skills in identifying major bones and organs of the human body.

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Small parts. Not for children under 3 years. 

$29.99

Wooden Boat Rocker 

LC353

Imaginative and active play meet with our two-in-one rocker that builds coordination and gross motor 
skills! On one side, it’s a boat that 2-4 kids can work together to rock back and forth. Turn it over, and 
it’s a bridge—with stairs on either side so children can step their way into action! The tip-proof rocker is 
made of natural birch. Unit measures 46"w x 23 1/2"d x 11"h. GREENGUARD® Certified. Comes 
assembled.

$229.00

Beginner’s Balance Beams

RA191

Our sturdy beams help kids build balance and coordination—step-by-step! You get 3 rugged plastic 
beams that easily connect to 4 big bases, forming a stable walkway that’s just 3 1/2" off the ground. 
Plus, the beams have a textured surface that keeps kids from slipping…and they connect in a variety of 
ways, so kids can walk a new path every time! Each beam measures 32" in length.

$139.00
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Super-Safe Tumbling Mat -  
4' x 6'

LC867

Little ones can tumble, jump or roll head over heels on our thick, safe mat! The mat has shock-absorbent, 
1 1/2" padding that gives children a soft, cushioned landing every time…and the vinyl surface makes 
it super-durable and easy to clean. You can even connect 2 or more mats to create a larger play area! 
Mat folds for convenient storage.

$199.00

Lakeshore Active Play Kit

AA508

Everything you need for tons of fun-filled active play—in one giant, value-packed kit! Our all-in-one kit 
features 10 durable playground balls in 3 different styles…6 weighted beginner’s jump ropes with easy-
grip handles…1 long, 14' jump rope for group activities…plus 10 color cones, 6 game hoops and 
18 color and number beanbags that are perfect for coordination games, obstacle courses and more! 
You get a total of 51 pieces. Hoops measure 24".

$229.00

Giant Alphabet Stepping Stones

LL257

With our Giant Alphabet Stepping Stones, little ones can step their way from A to Z, developing 
balance and coordination along the way! Each super-durable plastic “stone” features an uppercase 
letter printed right on top and a safe, nonskid surface on bottom for extra stability. Plus, the stones come 
in 2 different sizes—providing gradual height changes for a fun added challenge! Set includes 
26 stones; tall stones measure 9"l x 8"w x 5"h.

$249.00

Giant Pipe Builders

FF597

Perfect for large-scale structures, our jumbo-size pipes let children get physically active as they build 
colossal constructions! Plus, the rugged plastic design makes the builders great for outdoor use—and a 
cinch to clean. You get 24 easy-grip, 12" pipes and 16 connectors in 4 shapes—for endless building 
possibilities.  

$79.99

Lakeshore School Trike

LA154

So safe, comfortable and easy to ride…this classic trike is guaranteed to be a playground favorite! The 
trike is designed for superior stability, yet it’s so lightweight and easy to pedal, children can make it go 
effortlessly. Plus, a contoured seat and concealed hardware ensure safety. Trike measures 29 1/2" in 
length; seat measures 13 1/2" high. Simple assembly. 5-year warranty. Helmet sold separately.

$219.00

Child-Sized Safety Helmet - Small

CS417

Little heads get all the protection they need with our safety helmet. It’s made of extra-dense styrene with 
a super-tough, protective coating, so it’s lightweight and impact-resistant. Plus, adjustable straps and soft 
padding ensure a comfortable fit. Fits a head circumference of 19 5/8"-21 1/4". Helmet meets ANSI 
and ASTM safety standards.

$19.99
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Lakeshore Preschool Puzzle 
Library with Rack

PP190

This incredibly vibrant collection of adorably illustrated puzzles is sure to be a hit in any preschool 
classroom! Our library includes 24 high-quality wooden puzzles that range in difficulty, featuring 
5 to 12 chunky pieces—so they’re perfect for beginning to advancing students! Children simply piece 
together each kid-pleasing scene, improving spatial awareness, developing motor skills and building 
logical thinking skills as they play! The puzzles have safe, rounded corners…plus names and piece 
counts printed on the side. Puzzles measure 9" x 12" and come in a 25 1/4"l x 8"w x 10 1/2"h rack. 
Each puzzle also available separately.

$229.00

Tweezer Tongs Color Sorting Kit

LL108

Children develop fine motor control, sorting skills and eye/hand coordination—with our engaging color 
sorting kit! Kids simply grip the tweezer tongs just like a pencil, then grab and sort the balls into the 
tubes by color—building the muscle control and coordination they need to begin writing! Kit includes an 
activity guide, 50 rubber balls in 5 different colors, one pair of blue 6" tweezer tongs, plus a color 
sorting tray with 5 removable, clear-view tubes. Tray measures 8 1/4".

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Item contains small parts and small ball. Not for children under  
3 years.

$24.99

Feed-The-Animals  
Fine Motor Games - Complete Set

EE600X

Kids build fine motor control, develop eye/hand coordination and more…as they help our hungry 
animals gobble up treats! Our irresistible games feature super-silly animals with giant mouths…plus big, 
fun-to-use tweezers designed just for little hands. Kids use the tweezers to grab tasty pretend treats and 
drop them into each animal’s mouth…and fine-tune motor skills with every bite! Complete set includes 
all 3 games shown. Each game also available separately.

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Small parts. Not for children under 3 years. 

$69.99

Lakeshore Manipulative Library 1

TT185X

These fascinating manipulatives provide a wide range of graduated learning challenges. Children build 
eye/hand coordination as they link, push and snap the pieces together…then advance to constructing 
complex objects and designs. You get all 4 sets shown, for a total of 690 pieces. Each set comes in a 
sturdy, stackable plastic box. Boxes measure 15"l x 10 1/4"w x 6"h. Each set also available 
separately.

$199.00

Jumbo Simple Machine Builders

TT231

Students get hands on with STEM as they build jumbo-size simple machines! From a real-working dolly 
to a functioning pulley system, kids can design and construct different contraptions—then use them to 
explore motion, weight, gravity and more. Plus, our set includes kid-friendly materials like predrilled 
wooden boards and easy-grip nuts and bolts that make construction a cinch! You get 279 pieces; 
longest board measures 37 1/2". Buckets not included.

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

$399.00

Fill It Up! Fine Motor Jars

HH166

As children load up our hands-on jars, they build the fine motor skills they’ll need to start writing! Our 
set includes 3 see-through jars with fun-shaped holes right in the lids…plus 79 objects for children to 
sort, including buttons, pegs and 3-D foam shapes. Children build classification skills and eye/hand 
coordination as they fit the objects into the holes…then simply open the jars to grab the pieces and start 
again! Jars measure 4 3/8" tall.

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Item contains small parts and small ball. Not for children under  
3 years.

$39.99
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Lakeshore Scissors Center

AA696

Our colorful, kid-sized scissors are super-easy to use! They have easy-grip plastic handles and high-
quality, stainless steel blades that make cutting a breeze for both righties and lefties. Plus, the scissors 
come in a handy caddy that keeps them organized—right where kids can reach them! You get 12 pairs 
of blunt-tip scissors and a hardwood and acrylic caddy. Caddy measures 7 3/4"w x 5"d x 4 1/4"h.

$29.99

Zip, Snap & Button  
Dressing Frames

AA371

Our beautifully crafted dressing frames encourage beginners to practice dressing skills and develop 
finger dexterity! The sturdy, lightweight frames feature zips, extra-large snaps and buttons, so they’re 
perfect for little hands. Plus, the solid hardwood frames feature thickly padded, double-sewn covers—for 
years of classroom use! Set includes 3 frames; each measures 9" x 11". Comes in a vinyl pouch.

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Small parts. Not for children under 3 years. 

$39.99

Buckle, Lace & Tie  
Dressing Frames

AA372

Our beautifully crafted dressing frames encourage beginners to practice dressing skills and develop 
finger dexterity! The sturdy, lightweight frames feature buckles and laces for threading and tying, so 
they’re perfect for little hands. Plus, the solid hardwood frames feature thickly padded, double-sewn 
covers—for years of classroom use! Set includes 3 frames; each measures 9" x 11". Comes in a vinyl 
pouch.

$39.99

Help-Yourself Pitchers - Set of 6

LA176

Children practice serving themselves…with easy-pour pitchers sized just for them! Our durable plastic 
pitchers feature no-splash spouts for easy pouring—plus secure snap-on tops for quick storage. Set 
includes 6 dishwasher-safe pitchers; each measures 6 1/2" tall and holds 18 fluid ounces. Cup not 
included.

$24.99

Social and Emotional Development - Student Interpersonal Skills 

Moods & Emotions Poster Pack

PP184

Happy, sad, angry, proud…these posters help students understand and accept a wide range of moods 
and emotions! We’ve included 20 posters designed to get children talking about their feelings. The 
pack comes complete with a guide; each poster measures 11" x 16".

$29.99

Moods & Emotions Book Set

FF465

Help children understand that people have all kinds of moods and emotions—with engaging, photo-
illustrated books that boost social-emotional development! As children explore each book, they learn to 
understand their own feelings, as well as the feelings of others. Set includes 6 paperback books; each is 
24 pages.

$49.99
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Stack & Build Emotion Kids

HH344

Kids explore the various ways people show their feelings—and learn how body language can help us 
recognize emotions! Children just stack 15 colorful, self-checking wooden blocks onto the hardwood 
base, matching up facial expressions with arm and leg positions to create figures representing 
5 different emotions. You get 15 wooden blocks for making 5 figures, plus a 12" hardwood base. 
Develops social-emotional awareness and fine motor skills.

$29.99

Moods & Emotions Mirrors

AA708

Children identify and understand a range of moods and emotions…with skill-building mirrors that boost 
social-emotional awareness! Each features a safe, shatterproof mirror on one side and an expressive 
photo on the other—helping children recognize and identify each emotion in themselves! You get a set 
of 6 plastic mirrors with chubby, easy-grip handles. Each measures 8 1/4".

$39.99

Feelings & Emotions  
Paperback Library

RE437

With simple, reassuring language, plus expressive photos and illustrations, this collection helps kids 
recognize a variety of emotions—and learn positive ways to express their own feelings! Each book 
focuses on a different topic—from feeling scared to being thankful—with inviting stories kids will love to 
hear again and again. Set includes 12 paperback books.

$91.50

Lakeshore Character Kids

EE612

Cooperative, kind, responsible, honest and brave—these are the traits our Lakeshore superheroes stand 
for! Equipped with removable bases, the characters function as play figures…or visible rewards for 
children who demonstrate positive traits. You get 5 squeezable plastic figures; each measures 6" tall. 
Develops skills in social-emotional and character development.

$39.99

Character Kids Save the Day! 
Hardcover Book

EE613

An ordinary school day becomes extraordinary with the Lakeshore Character Kids! They save the day 
with special powers—like honesty and kindness—and teach children the value of sharing, facing their 
fears and more. Hardcover book features 26 rhyme-filled pages. Develops skills in social-emotional and 
character development.

$16.99

Learning to Get Along® Book Set

GA328

From resolving conflicts and sharing to being kind and polite, these engaging books teach children the 
skills they need to get along with others! Our paperback collection includes 8 books with simple text 
and expressive illustrations, plus discussion questions and activity ideas in back that reinforce a variety 
of social-emotional skills. Each book is 35 pages.

$95.50
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Building Empathy  
Hardcover Library

BK240X

Help kids understand the feelings of others! As young readers enjoy these heartwarming stories, they’ll 
share the emotions of many colorful characters, including an invisible boy, a talking ant and animals at 
the zoo. Each story teaches children how their actions can affect others. You get all 6 hardcover books 
shown. Each book also available separately. Develops skills in social-emotional development, empathy, 
inclusiveness, and awareness of self and others.

$109.00

Moods & Emotions 
Wooden Match-Ups

EE359

Kids identify moods and emotions with our easy-to-use illustrated puzzles! Each self-correcting 2-piece 
puzzle features a relatable scenario on one half and a corresponding emoji on the other—so kids make 
a visual connection between everyday situations and feelings. You get 24 wooden puzzles in a sturdy 
box; puzzles measure 3 1/4" x 7 1/4".

$29.99

Social-Emotional Photo Library

EE621

Get kids talking about feelings, positive character traits and more—with 100 photo cards that promote 
social-emotional understanding! Featuring a photo on front and a corresponding description or prompt 
on back, the cards cover 8 kid-friendly categories and come in a storage box with tabbed dividers. 
Cards measure 4 1/2" x 5 3/4". 

$29.99

Partnerships for Learning - Families, Early Care and Education Programs, and Communities    

Classic Birch  
Classroom Communication & 

Storage Center

JJ908

Store students’ belongings and file information for their families—all in one place! With storage space 
for up to 16 children, our amazing hardwood center has divided shelves for schoolwork and parent 
notices, plus 16 cubbies with space for bins to store personal items. Bins and folders sold separately. 
Center measures 50"w x 14"d x 47"h. GREENGUARD® Certified. Lifetime warranty. Comes 
assembled.

$699.00

Bins & Folders Set 

LM908

Our color-coordinated bins and folders keep supplies and files neat and organized—and are great for 
use in our Classic Birch Classroom Communication & Storage Center. The set includes 4 each of red, 
yellow, blue and green bins and 4 each of matching red, yellow, blue and green folders. The bins 
measure 13 1/2"l x 11"w x 6 3/4"h.

$159.00

Heavy-Duty Sign-In 
Communication Center

DG249

Great for sign-ins, parent communication and more, our mobile center gives everyone access to 
information! It features 24 cubbies to send home artwork, schedules and more—all with labels for easy 
identification. Plus, the desktop puts sign-in supplies right within reach, and 2 clips make it easy to 
display information. With locking casters and rounded corners for safety. Durable laminate center 
measures 26 1/8"w x 16 5/8"d x 52"h when open. GREENGUARD® Certified. Lifetime warranty. 
Comes assembled.

$499.00
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Transition to School Backpack

RR375

Perfect for kids starting kindergarten or first grade, our backpack helps children develop the skills they’ll 
need to succeed in school! It has a 3-month calendar filled with activities for kids to do each day, from 
counting and sorting to identifying letters. Best of all, the vinyl pack is filled with all kids need to 
complete each activity—from tactile number cards and counting links to fun foam letters, a draw and 
write journal and more! Activity calendar is written in both English and Spanish—perfect for parents 
and children to use at home or for teachers to adapt for classroom use.

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

$29.99

School-To-Home Organizer

AA295

Kids’ projects won’t get lost in the shuffle with this handy organizer! Rugged vinyl organizer has 2 giant 
pockets inside, so kids can easily transport homework, storybooks, artwork and more. Plus, each roomy 
pocket has a blank card in front that you can label any way you like—perfect for communicating 
information to children’s parents, like which items children can keep and which they should bring back 
to school. There’s even room on front for children’s names and room number. Organizer measures 
10" x 13" and folds shut with hook & loop closures.

$7.99

Take-Home Backpack

RR752

It’s easy to keep track of what students are taking home…with our see-inside backpack! The pack has 
2 clear, zippered pockets with lots of room for books, journals and other supplies…plus adjustable 
straps to fit a range of sizes. Backpack measures 9 1/2"l x 3"w x 12"h; straps can be adjusted from 
14"l to 25"l. Specify color: red, green or blue.

$9.99

Family Engagement  
Math Packs - 

 Preschool-Kindergarten - 
Complete Set

GG650X

Both kids and parents will love our engaging take-home packs that offers tons of fun math practice! 
Each pack includes everything families need to play a math game and practice skills like counting, 
shape recognition and more. Plus, each pack comes with a simple, step-by-step instruction card in 
English and Spanish…so busy families can jump right in! Complete set includes all 8 packs shown. 
Each pack also available separately. Develops skills in counting, numbers and quantities, comparing 
numbers, addition, subtraction, patterning, measurement and shapes.

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Small parts. Not for children under 3 years. 

$229.00

Family Engagement  
Language Packs -  

Preschool-Kindergarten - 
Complete Set

GG640X

We’ve packed fun language practice into these take-home packs—with engaging games both children 
and parents will love! Each pack includes everything families need to play a language game to practice 
rhyming, vocabulary and more. Plus, each pack comes with a simple, step-by-step instruction card in 
English and Spanish…so busy families can jump right in! Complete set includes all 8 packs shown. 
Each pack also available separately. Develops skills in recognizing sight-words, retelling simple stories, 
recognizing rhyming sounds, recognizing and counting syllables, identifying letters, learning beginning 
sounds, building vocabulary, recognizing opposites and building simple words.

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Small parts. Not for children under 3 years. 

$229.00
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Complete 
Classrooms®

Learn more at 
LakeshoreLearning.com/classroom

With two national  
distribution centers, we ship  

to you faster than ever!

LakeshoreLearning.com
(800) 778-4456

Eastern 
Distribution

 Center

Western 
Distribution

 Center

Meet with our experts.
Show us your space—and we’ll work within your budget to 
create the ideal classroom!

Design your room.
Our design experts will create a custom 3-D layout that brings your 
space to life!

Leave the rest to us.
We unload, assemble the furniture and set up all the materials—taking care of every 
detail from start to finish!

Complete Classrooms service is provided for orders of $10,000 or more that ship to a single location in 
the contiguous United States. Depending on delivery location, additional charges may apply.


